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Abstrakt
Práce se zabývá jevem sázení, z pohledu teorie rozhodování jedince a co se týče české
sázkařské skutečnosti. Sázení s negativní očekávanou hodnotou je časté, přesto klasická teorie
spotřebitele neumí kvůli předpokladu averze k riziku tento jev vysvětlit. Prozkoumáme různé
teorie rozhodování za rizika, které se tímto chováním zabývají, a dávají tak odpověď na
otázku, proč lidé sázejí. Tento jev lze vysvětlit úpravami v rámci teorie očekávaného užitku,
avšak teorie mimo tento rámec poskytují alternativní přístup, který se zdá být deskriptivně
přesnější. V další části pojednáme o zásadních záležitostech českého sázkařského trhu s cílem
poskytnout komplexní obrázek jakožto prostředek pro příští hlubší výzkum. Empirická část
pokračuje analýzou socioekonomických determinantů účasti na sázení a velikosti výdajů na
sázení, podle našeho vědomí první založenou na českých datech. Protože specializovaná data
nebyla k dispozici, použili jsme dva nezávislé zdroje ze všeobecných průzkumů vydání
spotřebitelů. I když jednoznačné závěry pro veřejnou politiku nebyly dosaženy, analýza přesto
poskytuje hodnotné vhledy do tématu.
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Abstract
This thesis deals with gambling behavior, both from the point of view of decision theory and
with regard to the Czech gambling experience. Gambling at actuarially unfair odds is
commonplace, yet the standard model of consumer choice cannot explain this phenomenon
owing to the usual assumption of risk aversion. Theories of decision under risk dealing with
betting behavior and answering the question why people gamble are surveyed. The
phenomenon can be explained by adjustments within the expected utility theory, but nonexpected utility models provide an alternative approach that seems to be descriptively more
accurate. In the second part fundamental points of the Czech gambling reality are covered
with the aim to provide a comprehensive overview as a tool for future researchers. The
empirical part proceeds with analysis of socio-economic determinants of gambling
participation and expenditure, to our knowledge for the first time based on Czech data. Given
the absence of specialized micro-level data, two independent data sources from general
expenditure surveys have been used. Strong conclusions for public policy could not be
reached but the analysis still provides valuable insights.
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Předběžná náplň práce
Vzhledem k předpokladu averze k riziku má standartním model spotřebitelského výběru
potíže uspokojivě vysvětlit, proč lidé sázejí. Cílem teoretické části této práce je vysvětlení
tohoto problému. Druhá část bude zaměřena na analýzu dat z oblasti gamblingu v ČR.
Existuje několik přístupů, které se snaží vysvětlit chování jednotlivce, který ve hře vyhledává
riziko. Zjednodušeně je lze rozdělit na teorie založené na hypotéze očekávaného užitku a na
teorie, které tuto hypotézu zcela opustily. Mezi ty patří například „prospect theory“
psychologů Kahnemana a Tverského, která řadí vyhlídky vzhledem k referenčnímu bodu
podle hodnotové funkce ve tvaru „S“, což lépe umožňuje vysvětlit některé behaviorální
paradoxy. Kriticky se pokusím zhodnotit zásadní teorie rozhodování řešící gambling a
formulovat vlastní názor na tyto problémy. Proč jsou lidé ochotni účastnit se hry s negativní
očekávanou hodnotou? Mohou být sázející zároveň averzní k riziku? Očekávají hráči, že na
hře vydělají (špatně váží pravděpodobnosti), hrají kvůli zábavě, kterou jim samotná aktivita
přináší (gambling jako spotřeba), nebo je za tím ještě něco jiného?. Jak je jejich rozhodování
ovlivněno předchozími výsledky hry? Jaký je vliv neurčitých podmínek hry na gamblerovo
chování? Čím je způsoben „favorite-longshot bias“ (preference méně pravděpodobné výhry s
větší výplatou)?
Ve druhé části navrhované práce si kladu za cíl sebrat dostupná data z oblasti hazardu v ČR a
provést na nich jednoduchou analýzu. Pokusím se odhadnout objem gamblingu v ČR a
zhodnotit prostor pro praní špinavých peněz. Dále na základě Statistik rodinných účtů
prozkoumám, které vrstvy obyvatelstva prosází největší podíl svých příjmů i jiné souvislosti.
Jaký je růst výdajů za sázení oproti růstu HDP? Dále budu zkoumat možnosti daňových
příjmů z této činnosti a porovnat ji s realitou u nás. Může být fiskální příjem dobrým
argumentem pro šíření hazardu? Naproti němu stojí těžko měřitelné problémové hráčství.
Krátké mezinárodní srovnání objemu sázení i podmínek, za jakých je možno hazard
provozovat, by mělo potvrdit/vyvrátit, zda ČR je skutečně zemí hazardu, jak se často tvrdí. Je
možno říct, že stát u nás hazard podporuje, spíše než potlačuje? Jaké faktory ovlivňují
regionální výskyt heren? Finální podoba druhé části je podmíněna dostupností dat; pokud se
toto ukáže jako problém, plánuji udělat vlastní malé šetření obyvatelstva.

Předběžná náplň práce v anglickém jazyce

Given the assumption of risk aversion, the standard model of consumer choice cannot
satisfactorily explain why people gamble. The theoretical part of this work aims at
explanation of this problem. The additional part will focus on analysis of gambling data from
CR.

There are several approaches giving reasons for individual behavior seeking risk in the
gamble. They can be essentially divided into theory based on the expected utility hypothesis
and theories that have fully abandoned such a hypothesis. Those include the “prospect theory”
of psychologists Kahneman and Tversky, ranking prospects relative to so called reference
point according to a value function of the form “S”, succeeding in clarification of some
behavioral paradoxes. I will try to critically evaluate major decision making theories dealing
with gambling behavior and to formulate my own views concerning these issues. Why are
people willing to participate in games with negative expected value? Can bettors be risk
averse as well? Do they expect to earn in the game (misweighting the probabilities), do they
play for fun arising from the activity itself (gambling as consumption), or is there something
else behind it? How are gamblers’ decisions influenced by the results of previous games?
What is the effect of uncertain conditions of the gamble? What causes the favorite longshot
bias?

The goal of an additional part of the proposed thesis is to collect available data from the
gambling area in CR and analyze them in a simple way. I will try to estimate the volume of
betting behavior and to assess the scope for money laundering. Based on the Household
Budget Survey I will examine the betting patters of various social groups. What is the betting
expenditure growth compared to the growth of GDP? Further, I will explore the potential of
tax revenue from this activity and relate it to perceived reality in CR. Can fiscal revenue be a
good argument for expansion of gambling facilities? The dark side of betting culture, problem
gambling, is nearly impossible to measure. A brief international comparison of betting
expenditure and conditions under which gambling business can be run should confirm /
disprove whether CR is really a gambling paradise, as is often claimed. Is it possible to say
the government supports gambling rather than restricts it? What factors influence the presence
of gambling facilities regionally? The final version of this part is subject to data availability.
If this appears to be a problem I propose to do a survey on my own.
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Introduction

1 Introduction
Gambling is a phenomenon studied in the field of decision making under risk and uncertainty.
This component of the decision theory has been a source of disagreements for a long time.
Expected utility theory (EUT), a leading hypothesis commonly found in textbooks on
microeconomics, has been challenged for not being descriptively valid, notably by Kahneman
and Tversky (1979) who introduced a new approach to the field. To comprehend why
individuals, generally assumed to be risk-averse, wager money with negative expected return
and to model this choice is an integral part of decision theory under risk and uncertainty. Such
understanding is helpful to businesses which can adjust their offers accordingly, to
government bodies that regulate the industry, to those who cannot recognize any benefits of
gambling and perhaps to gamblers themselves. Scholars might extend the knowledge about
gambling to other realms of decision under risk or uncertainty, such as behavior in the stock
market.
One could anticipate that we follow up with an attempt to survey individual gambling
preferences and to test whether they are consistent with conclusions of specific theories of
decision under risk but conducting such a survey would be very demanding.1 We have rather
focused on research which we consider to be feasible within a bachelor thesis: examination of
the Czech gambling market, a sector somewhat neglected by Czech economists. We have ergo
selected gambling topics that we considered to be essential and performed simple analysis of
available data.
The thesis is structured as follows: in the first chapter, we will map several theories of
decision under uncertainty and assess to what extent they can account for the gambling
phenomenon. The second chapter deals with the Czech empirics. First, there is an overview of
the basic topics of gambling – aggregate data, legal developments and social costs
considerations. This should serve for instance to those who would like to have a grasp of the
field in order to select topics for public policy papers. The core of the empirical part is based
on a frequent gambling theme abroad: determination of socio-economic correlates of
gambling behavior: two separate datasets are used to analyze impacts of individual
characteristics on probability of gambling and expenditure.

1

One needs to avoid biases of the inquiry to obtain a representative sample of the population, to motivate the
subjects etc.
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2 Why gamble?
2.1 Basic notions
First of all, let us introduce certain definitions and clarifications. Gambling is generally
understood as wagering money on an outcome of an uncertain or risky event with the
intentions of monetary gain; however this definition is a bit too broad. We will only consider
gambling in the narrower sense: certain betting activities resulting in a win or a loss,
excluding various kinds of risk-taking such as investing. Consumer behavior under
uncertainty has been covered in microeconomics as a part of the consumer choice theory and
the behavioral decision theory. Gambling has also been a topic of other sciences, notably
psychology. Indeed, some of the economic theories of decision under risk such as the prospect
theory have been developed by psychologists. They attributed gambling against the odds to
sensation seeking, possession of heuristics or biases, personality disorders, poor evaluation,
inaccurate information about the game. They also observed that gamblers tend to more
intensively remember their wins than losses (list due to Dixon and Schreiber, 2002). On the
other hand, economists attempted to describe human behavior under uncertainty using their
standard tool of utility maximization. We realize economic theories cannot account for
pathological gambling because we assume agent can make decisions freely. Although theories
aspire to incorporate most observed behavior under risk, clearly there will always be
exceptions.
Let us define some key concepts of behavioral decision theory following Skořepa (2011):
decision-making is “the search for the best of all available actions”. There are three basic
properties of decision dimensions: attributes (relevant criteria of decision), states of the world
and time periods. On one hand, we only consider a single attribute (money) and generally
static models (with just one time period), but we will always recognize multiple states of the
world, mutually exclusive “arrangements of circumstances” that determine what the payoff
will be (e.g. a loss, a win). Exactly one state of the world will occur and the agent is not able
to influence what kind of state will occur but has information on the likelihood of the states.
Individuals primarily differ in how they value specific amounts of money, i.e. they differ in
shape of their utility function. Thus it is perfectly reasonable that given the same offer of a
gamble, some will decide to accept while others will not. Based on the information about the
likelihood of the states of the world, Skořepa (2011) distinguishes decision making under risk,
which signifies the agent is able to fully use the objective probabilities of the states of the
world; ambiguity implies incomplete information about the probabilities. Uncertainty, subset
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of ambiguity, means that agent “transforms the ambiguous information” into subjective
probabilities. Ignorance means zero information about the probabilities but for our purposes
this is of no interest. Most theories attempting to incorporate gambling behavior are labeled
“under risk”, i.e. assume the agents know the objective probabilities. While for many
gambling games such as roulette this is reasonable, in practice we encounter cases when the
outcome is truly uncertain, e.g. a sport event.2 We will limit our analysis to risk, which is
understandable since “choice behavior displays complex patterns in even very simple
contexts” as concluded by Starmer (2000) in his extensive review of behavioral models under
risk. We will express the reality of states of the world influencing our gambles using “reduced
formalism” (Skořepa, 2011). A n-outcome action G (gamble) will be characterized by vector
of monetary outcomes
probabilities

and vector of weights based on the (objective)
called “prospect”, known to our agent; we will usually use the
.3 We will often use various functions

following notation for G:
such as “utility function”,

. Unless stated otherwise, it is assumed that these are

continuous, twice differentiable, increasing and

. An important concept in decision-

making as well as in the consumer theory is the difference between normative and positive
models. The former analyze behavior of a “rational” agent, determine what should such an
individual do and may argue because of environment of market competition this is what
people actually do (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992, p. 317) while the latter omit the normative
reasoning and focus on empirically accurate description. Finally, we define risk aversion the
usual way, following Skořepa (2010). First, let certainty equivalent

be the lowest amount

of money one would accept instead of gamble G. If an agent prefers to gain expected value
(EV) of (any) gamble G for sure over the risky action G itself, she is risk-averse around
. Mathematically,

∑

, for any gamble G (other than a degenerate

gamble with only one outcome). The opposite preference is called risk-seeking. If she was
indifferent to receiving

for sure or undergo the gamble, she would never pay for increasing

or decreasing the risk (expressed by variance) of the gamble – she would be risk neutral; this
implies a very simple decision rule of EV maximization. In the next section we will follow
with an argumentation in favor of the risk aversion assumption, which makes gambling a
peculiar phenomenon.

2

We reckon that for some games such as slot machines, the probability distribution of outcomes is virtually
unknown. Gaming plans (documents requested by the Czech law) for slot machines found at webpage of
company Synot W, a.s. do not state any probability distribution nor possible outcomes; only the take-out rate is
reported. [online] http://synotw.synotloterie.cz/herni-plany [cited 5 Apr 2012]
3
To avoid confusion we will use a space instead of a comma for delimiting thousands within this notation.
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2.2 Expected utility theory and related explanations
As noted in any review of decision theories under risk (we used Starmer, 2000), the basic idea
Expected Utility Theory (EUT) was first devised as early as in 1738 by Bernoulli who
invented a game inconsistent with the simplest theory of EV maximization. “St. Petersburg
game” is the following: one continues to flip the coin until it shows heads and gains $
where the first heads occur on the n-th trial. While the EV of the game is infinite, people
would only pay very limited sums of money to participate. Bernoulli proposed that the utility
of money is not linear, but the outcomes are subjectively valued, i.e. transformed by a utility
function. The certainty equivalent of the St. Petersburg game is only a relatively small amount
which implies this utility function will be concave (see below). There are more intuitive
reasons for the most usual assumption of risk aversion besides this paradox. People in general
are reluctant to accept fair 50/50 gambles (would you flip a coin for, say, $100?), they insure
themselves pervasively at negative expected value of such action,4 investors are consistently
risk-averse if they accept an asset with lower expected return but a less risky one, i.e. with
lower variance (this is documented by pervasive purchase of essentially risk-free assets such
as T-bills with much lower returns than of the market). Risk aversion is also consistent with
the law of diminishing marginal utility of goods. It is intuitive that a gain of $2 million will
not be twice as utile as a gain of $1 million to most individuals. Bernoulli’s ideas were
formalized by Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947) in their monograph founding the game
theory discipline; however we now follow Starmer (2000) and Skořepa (2011) as the original
work is a bit incomprehensible. The authors provide an axiomatization of the expected utility
hypothesis; they show that as long as the agent satisfied a set of appealing axioms, decision
making under risk follows the maximization of ∑
,

is increasing and

G, H it holds either

. The axioms were: (i) Completeness – for all actions

(G is preferred to H),

indifferent between actions G, H). (ii) Transitivity – if
Continuity – for any
and

(expected utility, EU), where

(vice versa) or
and

(agent is
then

. (iii)

there exist probabilities p and q such that action
. These imply some function

exists that

represents agent’s preferences. One more axiom was added that entails strong conclusions:
(iv) independence. One possible definition is the following: for actions G, H, I if

then

. Note that these are compound actions – some of the
outcomes involve further risky prospects – but these can be simplified intuitively. Then the
preference system of our agent follows the maximization of EU formula above. All axioms
have certain intuitive appeal. Completeness simply demands agent can evaluate all actions;
4

Of course, the insurance companies only offer actuarially unfair insurance just as gambling operators offer
unfair gambles.
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transitivity can be motivated by “money-pump” argument (Skořepa, 2011). If preferences are
intransitive, the agent is willing to pay for recurrent transactions permanently. Continuity
makes sure theoretical better and worse actions can always be created, which is a usual
assumption. Most inference is follows from the independence assumption. From the above
definition, it means that the preference between prospects should not reverse when both
prospects are mixed with a third, common outcome. It is because of this that the utilities are
weighted directly with probabilities. Varian (2011) argues that since only one of states of the
world is going to occur, “choice that people plan to make in one state of the world should be
independent from the choices they plan to make in the other states”, making “independence”
between outcomes in different scenarios natural. As the differences between utilities can be
measured, the theory supposes a cardinal utility scale. Implicitly, the theory involves
invariance, which means the agent will evaluate actions only based on distribution of
outcomes but will be invariant to changes in how these actions are presented to her. The
utility function is generally supposed to be strictly concave, i.e. on a convex set,
, where

̅

̅

. That is why a risk-averse

agent with an initial wealth of ̅ will not accept a fair gamble

as

illustrated in Figure 1 by Friedman and Savage (1948). (A fair gamble has zero expected
value, hence

̅
̅

).

Figure 1: Utility curve of a risk-averse agent

We can see directly from the

u

definition of strict concavity,
̅

̅ .

Given a particular shape utility
function, we can determine the
certainty equivalent of G but it

utility difference

will always be below ̅ . As the
outcomes are such that

is

strictly concave in the range,
the result can be extended to
actions with multiple outcomes.
Intuition for this is due to
Skořepa (2011). Let some

x1

cG x

x2

x

Source: own work based on Friedman and Savage (1948)

probability mass concentrated
on ̅ move to outcomes below
(losses) and (wins) above

̅ such that the gamble remains fair. A concave

implies the speed with which EU of

outcomes below ̅ falls is higher than the speed with which the EU of outcomes above
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increases, thus in total EU will decrease. If the assumption for the shape of utility was
convexity, the results would be reversed and our agent would accept any fair gamble.
Nevertheless is that a sufficient explanation of gambling? People are not observed to flip a
coin with their friends on every possible occasion. Many individuals purchase both insurance
and gambling at the same time. From data5 we used in the empirical part we could also obtain
the percentages of respondents involved in gambling among groups of insured and uninsured.
For life insurance, participation rates were 21% for insured and 14% for uninsured, for
pension additional insurance the rates were 19% and 15% respectively, and for household
insurance the rates were equal at 16%. Clearly those who purchase both goods at unfair price
cannot follow EUT with

concave everywhere or convex everywhere. Before proceeding

further, let us remark than EUT is interpreted as a normative model, owing to the axioms,
appealing to most people, which “rational” agent should follow. What the norms of behavior
should look like is of course subjective. Starmer (2000) observes EUT belongs to “as if”
theories of decision which means agents behave as if they maximize EU but they do not have
to ponder about the exact process in their minds. This notion holds for other models as well.
Friedman and Savage (1948) were the first to modify the EUT to allow gambling. They
provided perhaps the simplest explanation of gambling – introduction of a convex segment in
utility function. Such a function is depicted in Figure 2. Friedman and Savage (1948)
observed that lotteries typically had more than one price which implies the last segment of
utility function has to be concave. To allow for insurance which typically involve small
probability of a large loss, the first segment has to be likewise concave, which leads to this
rather peculiar shape. The authors justified this shape with a hypothesis of qualitative
differences in life of those with wealth above

and those below

– these represent

different socioeconomic levels. The “rich” and the “poor” will not take any small fair bets but
individuals who are in the middle, i.e. not distinctively “poor” or “rich” will take some fair
bets. Consider an agent with wealth
connecting
gamble

and (

. Using the same logic as above, using a line

) we can observe from Figure 2 our agent will now take a fair
. This involves a large probability of falling to the verge of the

“poor” and a small chance of reaching becoming “rich”. But a fair gamble
with a higher probability of winning is rejected, as our agent has no chance to shift out of the
“intermediate income” class. She would also be less willing to accept gambles that involve
larger losses, such that her wealth would fall below

5

These were data by MEDIAN (see later).

.
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Figure 2: Friedman-Savage utility curve

Source: original version of Brunk (1981)

Nonetheless, some of the implications are not observed in reality as pointed out by Markowitz
(1952). An agent with initial wealth in the concave segment, a subset of

, will take

every small fair gamble and may be averse to all fair insurance. Markowitz gives the example
of two individuals whose wealth lies in the convex segment in the middle between

and

. Such agents will prefer nothing more than a fair bet which makes one of them “last of the
rich” and the other “first of the poor”. Those who already are “rich” may be averse to all fair
gambles but might be attracted to fair gambles involving a small chance of a sizeable loss.
Those who almost reach

will always undergo such a risk, and furthermore they would be

eager to underwrite fair insurance (and, by extension, some unfair from the point of view of
the assurer), such that their income may fall to

– the collected premiums give them

increasing marginal utility. These are examples of behavior that would be regarded as odd.
Friedman and Savage also argue that the boundaries should be about the same within a
community. This would mean that the “middle class” would continually risk: “In
consequence, they are likely to move out of the segment; upwards, if they are lucky;
downwards, if they are not.” Nowadays, we regard this to be unrealistic and reckon that
distribution of individual incomes is smooth, without any dip in the middle. Likewise, the
notion of different classes is questionable. Let us take the example of cars. Even though they
are often divided into classes, these are arbitrary because above the price of the cheapest car
there is an uninterrupted continuum of price offers, without any real thresholds that could
separate different social classes. Regardless of it, the model reached considerable support.
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Kwang (1965) proposed another change to the utility of money. He introduced a
discontinuous marginal utility – in a few points it rises abruptly, while in each segment the
assumption of diminishing marginal utility is retained. He reasoned that indivisibility of costs
in purchasing high value goods such as a car or a house can result in gambling within the
concept of utility maximization. The presence of multiple prizes in a lottery means that
purchasers have pondered what different indivisible goods they would purchase with each
prize. Pryor (1976) provided an empirical study of 60 primitive and peasant societies and
concluded that high degree of socioeconomic inequality had a significant and positive impact
on presence of gambling. Brunk (1981) found out that dissatisfaction with current income6
was significantly related to purchase of lottery tickets. People dissatisfied with their income
thus have increasing marginal utility of wealth and accept unfair gambling (such as lottery)
rationally. To conclude, the model of Friedman and Savage (1948) is an acceptable gambling
model but it has some serious flaws.
Markowitz (1952), following the mentioned critique, suggested a different shape of utility. He
was the first one to suggest that utility was a function of changes to wealth rather than of total
wealth – the so called “customary wealth” lies in the origin of axes and is usually equal to the
present wealth. The behavior of the agent is no longer dependent on his total wealth in the
same manner as previously. Markowitz observed that his fellows preferred
to a sure payment of

when

was small (and positive) but with an increasing , at some

point, every subject became risk-averse. Moreover, he observed the opposite behavior in the
domain of losses:

was initially preferred to (

but at some point the

individuals were “willing to take a chance”. The implied utility featuring three inflection
points, with the second one in the origin, is depicted in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Utility proposed by Markowitz (1952)

What is not evident from the figure is that
Markowitz moreover assumes
, known as loss aversion, which
is justified by prevailing unwillingness to
accept symmetric bets. The issues of the
Friedman and Savage model are
remedied, for instance large symmetric
bets are precluded.7 Markowitz’s agent
can gamble and purchase insurance, since
in general a small loss decreases his

Source: original version, scaled down.

6

utility a little, while a large gain

Even though the model operates with wealth rather than income, the variables are supposedly correlated.
Any fair symmetric bet is inconsistent with the utility function but Markowitz justified small symmetric bets
with “fun of participation” (see chapter on utility of gambling).
7
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embracing the convex segment (or equivalently, precluding a similar loss) is very desirable.
The definition of utility over changes to wealth makes the model often cited in some more
advanced models of choice under risk. It does not however give much intuition as to why the
marginal utility suddenly increases, nor does it explain certain violations of independence (see
later).
Nyman et al. (2008) introduced a model within EUT framework in labor supply context.
Instead of relying on convex segments of utility, the authors develop their observation that
people gamble to obtain “something for nothing”. The theory suggests that when people
consider gambling, their reference point is not simply current state but rather the state in
which they have to earn the additional income. Agent maximizes
consumption

.8 Let

and leisure , subject to

optimum where
worked beyond

, increasing in
be the consumer’s

. Now, if our worker wanted a higher income

and

, this would result in certain disutility, while gambling represents a

possibility of extra unearned income which never produces negative utility.
Figure 4: “Net expected utility gain from gambling” by Nyman et al. (2008)

Source: original version.

Refer to Figure 4:

is defined as

and is concave. For a fair gamble

, it holds
exactly as before (it is marked “b”) but the theory suggest the gamble is not compared to the
no-gambling optimum (“a”) but to alternative “c”:

. This term

involves the lower utility from working beyond optimum but only with probability , since
the alternative –

– also features reaching

without additional work only with

probability . Given enough disutility from earning an additional income, agent will optimally
8

Total time is defined as unity.
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gamble as illustrated by Figure 4. Nyman et al. (2008) suggested that individuals “oriented
toward the labor market” are more likely to evaluate the gamble in the suggested way. People
who have the opportunity to work more (but work already optimally) could be attracted to
games of chance. What is appreciable about the model is that it does not invent special
wiggles in utility theory to account for observed evidence; its essence lies in a reasoning how
could utilities be evaluated. It also allows insurance, which does not have the connection to
labor supply thanks to the concavity of

. Unlike the previous models, it can also explain

gambling involving only small winnings. The authors have tested their hypothesis and found
considerable support for their theory. Working or having worked in the past was significantly
related to participation in gambling. Moreover, there were some significant positive impacts
on gambling expenditure for various groups identified to be either disadvantaged in the labor
market (such as non-whites) or have an unpleasant or dangerous job (such as miners), which
supports the theory – these groups are assumed to contemplate greater disutility if they were
to earn additional income. This gambling model is an elegant one but does not aspire to
explain all gambling, like of those who work less than optimally or those who have never
worked.
After all, it appears that to a certain extent, fair gambling (and thus by extension, some unfair
gambling) can be explained by extensions of standard theory of choice under risk – EUT.
Some extensions are fairly sophisticated, for instance Hartley and Farrel (2002) extend the
Friedman and Savage model into multiple periods, allowing for borrowing and lending. They
show if the agent’s income lies in between

and

(see above) and interest rate equals

time preference rate, no-gambling solution is almost surely suboptimal. When the rates differ,
which intuitively makes either borrowing or lending more efficient, the result holds for a
range of incomes (if the rates do not differ too much). But since considerable evidence that
EUT is not a descriptively valid theory of behavior under risk has been presented and
alternative theories have been devised, we do not content with foregoing models.

2.3 The prospect theory and related explanations
Thaler (1980) discussed the topic of positive versus normative theories in consumer choice.
He notes economists claim that normative economic theories (such as EUT) also predict well
what consumers actually do. Thaler argued that the normative theories were basically models
of “robot-like experts” while in fact in some situations they act differently. He concluded that
the future lies in positive models of behavior, i.e. those aiming to give predictions about
individual behavior, including rules-of-thumb or heuristics. In this section, we shall focus on
one of the models relaxing the independence assumption and we shall explore what the
implications for betting behavior are. For an extensive review of descriptive models under
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risk, many of which might also explain betting behavior, consult Starmer (2000). Some of
these go beyond “corrections” of EUT and question the basic assumption of well-defined
preferences of agents.
Allais (1953) was perhaps the one to develop a counter-example to the independence
assumption. He presented examples in which the majority of participants violated the
independence assumption of EUT. His experiments had the disadvantage of working with
astronomical payoffs (in hundred millions), hence we present clearer results of Kahneman and
Tversky (hereafter K&T) (1979). Israeli subjects were required to indicate their preference
between pairs of action. K&T informed that median monthly income of an Israeli family was
3,000 shekels. The pairs of actions are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: K&T (1979): Probabilities of outcomes; problems 1- 4
Action ↓ Payoff →

Preference ↓

0

2,400

2,500

A

0

1

0

82%

B

0.01

0.66

0.33

18%

C

0.66

0.34

0

17%

D

0.67

0

0.33

83%

Action ↓ Payoff →

0

3,000

4,000

E

0

1

0

80%

F

0.2

0

0.8

20%

G

0.75

0.25

0

35%

H

0.8

0

0.2

65%

Source: Skořepa (2011) pp. 297 and 298; originally K&T (1979)

Note that actions C is derived from action A in the same way as D derives from B: by moving
a 0.66 probability from outcome 2,400 to common outcome 0, hence the name of this
phenomenon: “common consequence effect”. If

, applying EUT this means

thus
However,

implies

.
, the opposite, thus most subjects

violated EUT. The results indicate that a sure gain in action A is particularly desirable but
option C no longer offers this advantage; K&T label this “certainty effect”. “Common ratio
effect” refers to the way actions G, H are formed – they lead with probability of 0.25 to
actions A, B and with probability 0.75 to outcome zero.
while

implies

implies again the reverse. These experiments are similar to that of

Allais (1953), and they were confirmed later e.g. by K&T (1992) who conducted a similar
experiment but with uncertain outcomes and among money managers – individuals that could
be considered “rational”. K&T concluded that the probability reduction from 1 to 0.25
influenced subjects more than a reduction from 0.8 to 0.2. They conducted a number of other
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experiments. According to what they discovered,

was preferred to

but if the probabilities of nonzero outcomes in these gambles increased to 0.45
and 0.9 respectively, prevailing preference was reversed. Moreover, most experiments were
conducted again but now reversed over zero, i.e. gains became losses. The prevailing risk
preferences were now reversed, e.g.

was preferred to

by a large

majority of 92%, although the former action had lower expected value and higher variance at
the same time. In yet another experiment, the subjects were asked to imagine they had just
been given 1,000 shekels. Then a sure gain of 500 was preferred to a 50% shot at 1,000. The
same problem in terms of final outcomes was presented to a different group with a different
setting. After “gaining” 2,000; most subjects preferred

to a sure loss of 500.

K&T concluded that an amount of money did have different utility when referenced to
different prior wealth. Therefore, utility is defined over changes of wealth, just as in
Markowitz (1952).
Given the previous empirical evidence, K&T (1979) proposed an alternative theory to EUT,
called the prospect theory, which was different to EUT in various aspects. Before evaluation
of actions (called prospects, hence the prospect theory) agents execute the so-called editing
phase, which consists of action simplifications, cancellation of common elements (such as
previous bonus in the last experiment mentioned) and setting the reference point for gains and
losses, usually current asset position. This phase was no longer needed in the newer version
(see later). Utility function was substituted by so called value function

, with special

shape below and above the reference point (the origin). K&T (originally psychologists)
argued that psychological response to changes were concave functions of physical changes
(“it is easier to discriminate between a change of 3° and a change of 6° in room temperature,
than it is to discriminate between a change of 13° and a change of 16°”). This is intuitive and
we agree with the authors that the difference between a gain of 1,100 and a gain of 1,200
seems to be smaller than between a gain of 100 and a gain of 200. In consequence, the
function is steepest around the origin and becomes more and more shallow in both directions.
The implied shape of the value function is consistent with the estimate by T&K (1992) and is
shown in Figure 5. A concave value function is assumed in the domain of gains but in
connection to the observed risk-seeking in the negative domain,

below the reference

point. Loss aversion was assumed in the same way as by Markowitz (1952), i.e.
. Nonetheless, the most important change is the introduction of nonlinear probability
weights, which are necessary to account for the common consequence and common ratio
effects.

9

From now on, we will omit zero outcomes which will be assigned the remaining probability.
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Overall value of an action is

Figure 5: Hypothesized shape of value function

defined as

vx

if
or action is
0

x

mixed, i.e. one outcome is a
gain and the other is a loss.
For actions with
with outcomes all positive or
negative, the riskless
constituent is segregated:

Source: own work based on T&K (1992).

[

], where x

is the more extreme outcome. This could be generalized to more than two outcomes. The most
important feature of the prospect theory is this bilinear structure. Owing to relaxing of
independence, the theory can not only explain the above paradoxes but also allow for
simultaneous gambling and insurance via overweighting low probabilities. Function
represents how desirable is the probability of an outcome to a decision maker. K&T (1979)
did not mean this to be probability distortion in the sense that the agent estimates the
probability wrong; the weights are not measures of subjective belief; it is assumed the
objective probabilities are known to the agent. If they are not, for instance our agent
overestimates the probability of a win due to optimism or misevaluation, and then it is a
different reason for gambling. Nonlinear weights are used when tossing a coin as well, even
though the chances are apparently 50/50. Basic and intuitive properties of

were set:

. In view of the certainty effect, it is assumed that
. This property explains paradoxes such as common consequence
effect. We leave it to the reader to evaluate the actions using the bilinear form – the result is
the prevailing preferences are consistent with the prospect theory as long as
.
Subjects of K&T also preferred

to a sure payment of 5, EV of this action but

in the domain of losses the attitude to risk reversed once again. The proposed value function
which implies a relative decrease in the value of the more extreme outcome tends to
discourage such preferences which represent lottery gambling and insurance. This is why
overweighting of small probabilities needed to be introduced: for small probabilities
, i.e.

is subadditive. For a range of small probabilities,

moderate to large probabilities, due to subcertainty, it has to hold

but for
. K&T made two

further comments especially significant to us. First, they recognized that weighting function
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was not “well-behaved” near 0 and 1 – how small a weight can be assigned to an event is
unclear due to human imperfection in comprehension of extreme probabilities. Thus unlikely
events can either be discarded or greatly overweighted in coding phase as humans cannot well
interpret the differences between extreme probabilities. In case of gambling, say lottery,
clearly the event of win, however improbable, is cannot be ignored, on the other hand it is
probably overweighted. The chances of scooping the first prize in 6/49 lottery10 is one over
almost fourteen million, if we had a 6/50 lottery, the chances would drop to one in almost
sixteen million. Can we in practice tell how big a change that is? Along with K&T we doubt
that people can adjust their expectation of winning accordingly ergo are boundedly rational.
The other remark of K&T follows their finding that people fail to integrate risky and riskless
actions, thus do not subtract the entry fee to the game from the possible winnings. Our agent
thus buys (a single prize) lottery ticket iff

while in point of

fact the gamble means:

. This might be a

correct insight but editing in the former (wrong) way does not increase their overall value.
We could say K&T (1979) revolutionized the development in studies of behavior under risk
and were able to account for various phenomena including various types of gambling where
the probability of winning is low. They enriched the conventional economic theory with
insights from psychology and perhaps better depict how people actually make decisions. Still,
the theory is not flawless. Nonlinear weighing function leads to selection of stochastically
dominated actions (which means their outcomes are not better in all states of the world and
worse in at least one of them). Starmer (2000) gives the following example. Let
. Action

dominates action

underweighting the sure action is preferred at

but due to probability

small enough. In the prospect theory,

dominated actions are assumed to be “thrown away” during the editing phase but it can be
only done if dominance is detected. Tversky and Kahneman (1986) showed that under certain
conditions, when the relation of dominance was not so transparent, their subjects preferred
dominated alternatives. In any case, Starmer (2000) points out that if

, where A

dominates B, then even if dominated actions are detected and thrown away, it should be
possible to find some action, say

, such that

, while M is not

stochastically dominated by either (the payoffs can be very different, we only need to find an
action with overall value inside an interval). Then transitivity is violated – A is preferred to B,
B to M and M to A.
This problem is remedied in a newer version of the prospect theory due to Tversky and
Kahneman (1992), called the cumulative prospect theory (CPT), which classifies among
cumulative or rank-dependent models. Function
10

thus transforms the whole cumulative

Such that you have to guess 6 numbers out of 49, regardless of the order the number were drawn. You win the
first prize if you can correctly guess all 6 numbers.
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distribution function (hereafter cdf) of the action. The unconventional phase of editing will
thus no longer be necessary for identifying dominated prospects, since CPT establishes the
weights sum up to unity. For an illustration why CPT satisfied stochastic dominance, see
Skořepa (2011, p. 305). The position or rank of an outcome within action is the key for
assigning weights – let

be the indexes of all nonpositive outcomes, ordered

from the least desirable, and

be indexes of all nonnegative outcomes ordered

likewise. According to CPT, when comparing actions, the agent maximizes the following
expression:
∑

∑

where

,
,

.

is the value of

cdf for the i-th outcome, i.e. tells us what is the probability of outcome being no better than
the i-th outcome. Regarding the weighting function, it is again assumed
. We use a simpler representation by Skořepa (2011), leaving out the so-called
capacity function, which extends the theory to behavior under uncertainty. We could imagine
the weights being assigned to uncertain events which form a partition of all finite states of the
world. We also omitted a subscript of the action. The neutral outcome, appearing in both
sums, will be assigned value 0. The weighing function for i-th nonpositive outcome is
interpreted as difference in total probability between the events “the outcome is i-th or worse”
and “the outcome is worse than i-th”, while for nonnegative outcomes, the difference will be
between events “i-th and better” and “better than i-th”. Only for the most extreme outcomes,
the weights will coincide with original the prospect theory, see derivation for the best
outcome:
since

,
. For gambles, actions involving both gains and losses, the weights do not

have to sum up to one, as in the original prospect theory, because there are now separate
weighting functions for gains and losses. Due to rank-dependence, if we change the value of
an outcome without changing its rank, the weight assigned to the outcome can never change.
T&K (1992) exerted special effort to find out how the weighting and value function look like.
They carried out a complex experiment with 25 graduate students to determine what their
certainty equivalents were for a variety of two-outcome risky actions, some with two nonzero
outcomes (either two gains or two losses) and some with just one nonzero outcome. The result
was fourfold pattern of risk attitudes. 22 out of 25 subjects were risk-averse for gains of large
probabilities (

), risk-seeking for gains of small probability (

) and had their risk

attitudes reversed in the domain of losses. T&K suggested the value function to be
gains and

for

for losses, where all the numbers are median exponents. Thus losses

loomed more than twice as large as gains. The experiment supported the shape hypothesized
in the original the prospect theory, with diminishing sensitivity in both directions from the
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reference point. Following the experiment, the same principle was proposed for the weighting
functions, except that natural reference points are now the extreme values – certainty and
impossibility. This means

change abruptly near these endpoints but with increasing

distance from them they become shallow. The proposed inverse S-shaped weighting functions
are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Estimated shapes of weighting functions as in T&K (1992)
w
1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

p
0.2

Legend:

0.4

0.8

1.0

Source: own work based on T&K (1992)

T&K used the following form
and reached median values

0.6

(with different parameter
,

for gains and losses)

. How do the shapes of

explain

the fourfold risk attitude? Let us consider the case of two outcome action involving the
probability of a gain:
weight

, where

. The best outcome

has simply the

, which is higher than p for low probabilities, meaning our agent will evaluate

the action as better relative to its expected value, implying risk seeking. But

will

simultaneously diminish the value for the extreme outcome, so we have to suppose its impact
is overridden. For high probabilities, however, the shape of
which results in risk aversion. In this case, shape of
effects of

implies underweighting,

augments the aversion. For losses the

will be very similar which however implies opposite risk attitudes. Practically,

the results seem similar to original version of the prospect theory but T&K (1992) achieved
progress since cumulative the prospect theory allows any finite action, satisfies stochastic
dominance while keeping the ability to explain the paradoxes of Allais (1953) (see Skořepa,
2011, p. 311). Their fundamental message says people do not act “rationally” in the traditional
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sense, whether this means application of decision weights, simplifications of action or other
methods.
What are the implications for gambling within the supposedly descriptively more accurate
theory? Assume the case of a game, where the best outcome is of very low probability, which
will thus be overweighted. On the other hand, the probability of the most likely negative
outcome, loss, will be underweighted. The distortion in probability has to be rather large since
the impact of concave value function increases with size of the prize. This explanation applies
for instance to lotteries, betting on major underdogs in sport, or betting on a number in
roulette. Speaking of roulette, what about betting on the red? For simplicity let us assume the
bet is fair
and

. Probability of 0.5 is underweighted by proposed shape of both

, more heavily by

. Loss aversion produces disfavor, hence symmetric bets are

inconsistent with CPT, as is betting on favorites, which is precluded for the same reasons
betting against favorites is feasible.
Let us illustrate the above-mentioned thoughts with a numerical example of a hypothetical11
lottery: let the bet be $1, the take-out rate12 10%, and the prizes be $10, $100 and $1,000;
where each prize has the same EV $0.3; this results in action
(

).

According to CPT, this action will be evaluated in the following way:
[
]
[

[

]

[

] ̇

]

[

[

]

] ̇

The appointment of weighting functions was skipped; the median parameters were used
likewise. In this case there is substantial room for a rise of the take-out rate, but we need to
remember that particular shape of

is indeterminate for extreme probabilities (in this

example agent overweighted the lowest probability more than 23 times). Now consider we bet
one unit on a 4 to 1 favorite with a bookmaker who has the same take-out rate, this results in
action

(

).
̇

̇

,

thus “median” agent of T&K will reject this gamble.
Peel and Law (2009) provided a more general modification of CPT with the goal of
accounting for observed betting behavior. They cite numerous works as evidence that
11

We could use a real-life example of lotteries or scratch cards but they have a relatively complicated structure,
with prizes dependent on how many bettors participate, and/or have far too many prizes with extreme
probabilities. Such an example would thus be very long.
12
The take-out rate is the proportion of bets taken away by operators in the long run.
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individuals greatly differ in their attitudes to risk and their probability distortion. Given this,
they suggest two general shapes of value function – that of CPT and that of Markowitz (1952)
– and combine these alternatives using the so-called expo-power function. There are a few
reasons to replace the power function used by T&K (1992); one of them is the assumption of
homogenous preferences. This means that multiplying the outcomes of an action G will
change its certainty equivalent linearly:

. Yet, Peel and Law (2009) cite evidence

that people become more risk-averse when the stakes rise, as suggested by Markowitz (1954).
Intuitively, this holds: if you are indifferent between

and

accept a sure payment of less than 400,000 in exchange for

, would you not
? We suppose

you would. The expo power function features loss aversion (i.e. utility loss from a symmetric
bet) that is increasing with stake size, if parameters

fulfill certain restrictions. The overall

value of a gamble is given by:
(

)

where

(

),

are positive constants, determining the shape of the expo-power function,

are the odds – defined as

express the net return per unit in case of a win, is the stake

size. Constant n determines whether the value function will look like in CPT (for
) or in the Markowitz model (

, as

). Notably, the value function is bounded between 0

and 1. A different weighting function is used:

(

). The parameters are

assumed different for gains and losses as in CPT. The model is complex – we have quite a
few varying parameters. Firstly, the optimal stake size is obtained by differentiation of the
overall value with respect to and setting the derivative to zero. The authors show agents
with different risk attitudes can optimally gamble at actuarially unfair odds (with negative
expected return). Surprisingly, an agent with value function of T&K (1992) but with “n
sufficiently small” (set at
distortion (

), who is loss averse (

), and has no probability

for both gains and losses), will bet on a favorite even with negative

expected return. With the usual probability distortion this would be impossible given our
argumentation about betting on favorites in CPT but with linear decision weights it works
owing to the shape of value function – with

small, it becomes more curved in the sense of

stronger diminishing sensitivity in both directions – hence a very small (but probable) return
on our bet becomes relatively more utile when compared to the diminished negative value of
losing our entire stake. With the mentioned parameter values (remembering a small , to get
the shape similar to that of T&K), this kind of agent would reach maximum overall value
when

̇

(wagering optimal stake size of about 0.1 for these parameters). Importantly,

the factors in favor of gambling, namely risk-seeking over losses and risk-aversion over gains,
have to overcome two factors – negative expected return and loss aversion. On the other hand,
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if our agent experiences probability distortion, she will wager money on underdogs (“long
shots”). In this regard, the model encompasses specification of CPT (
gains and 0.69 for losses,

small and

for

, implying similar loss aversion). Peel and Law

(2009) show that overall value for our agent can be positive even though expected return is set
at

(the house collects 50% of wagered money in the long run). If

, there will

be a range in the value function for which the agent will experience increasing marginal
utility, as suggested by initial attempts to explain gambling. Thus, such agent can bet on long
shots with huge negative return even without the need of overweighting low probabilities.
One might raise the objection that the model, owing to its mathematical complexity and
perhaps wide possibilities of parameter selection, can allow gambling without any
restrictions. Such a model would lack any scientific content but is not the case here: we
always need to have at least one strong reason to gamble, whether overweighting, risk-love or
combination of risk-seeking over losses and risk-aversion over gains. Peel and Law suggest
that we should not assume homogenous characteristics of behavior under risk across
individuals and argue that differences in the parameters “create scope for a betting market”
thanks to “difference of opinion”.
Suhonen and Linden (2010) depart further from the prospect theory: their gambling model
devised for horse racing is in the borderland of EUT, the prospect theory and the topic of the
next section – utility of gambling. In compliance with the prospect theory, a subjective
probability function is used. Borrowing from EUT, the model assumes decreasing utility of
money, and utility is defined over wealth or gambling cash. Briefly, utility of gambling means
bettors partly view gambling as entertainment (similar to, say, theatre) and are ready to pay
for it. The price of gambling is assumed to be the take-out rate, which is what the operators
actually gain and what is the object of competition between operators. Unlike Peel and Law
(2009) who calculated the optimal stake size, this is fixed at $1. The agent will bet on i-th
horse if the following condition is satisfied:
(

)

The basic bilinear form is retained. The first fraction, the uncertainty function

, looks

like a simple weighting function, however, authors intent this two-parameter function to
capture both probability distortion similar to CPT (with parameter decreasing , agent will
weight low probabilities larger and vice versa) and attitude to risk ( expresses “attractiveness
of the bet”, larger

means that all probabilities in

Naturally

and

will be given a larger weight).

. Within this model, it is argued that utility of money and

individual attitude to risk are two unrelated things – the latter is fully expressed by the
uncertainty function. Utility of gambling makes the right hand side argument smaller as

is
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how much the agent would pay for gambling without any risk (for the pleasure from the
game). The natural logarithm is just an example of a concave

. The argument of the first

logarithm which expresses the value of money in case of win is calculated so that the EV of
our bet is

$. That is why if we have values for the parameters

and

and the take-out

rate (or assume them), there is only one variable left determining whether our agent will take
the bet – the probability of win. This property makes this model a possible tool for studying
the so-called longshot bias (see later), but this is now not crucial for us. Rather, the model is
instructive since it shows mixing the three main paradigms (EUT, the prospect theory and
utility of gambling) can be executed. Such efforts are rare. This particular model might lack
elaborate reasoning behind its assertions but in general the property of involving features of
multiple paradigms is appealing to us since we believe it often holds that “the truth is
somewhere in the middle”.

2.4 Utility of gambling
Except for the very last model we assumed that agents wagered their money because they
considered such action to be advantageous in terms of utility. We dealt with the issue why this
could be so, despite the obvious fact that most gamblers continually lost money in the
activity. An alternative approach is to consider gambling as a good, purchased by agent
because of a non-pecuniary motive – pleasure from the activity itself. Consumers therefore do
not necessarily expect to gain utility exclusively from the outcomes of the gamble.
Supposedly participants of a home game in poker, friends or relatives, probably enter the
game because they enjoy the characteristics of the game, such as satisfaction from
successfully bluffing a friend. From our point of view, it is sensible to focus on the
economically significant gambling activities, though these might offer direct utility as well.
Conlisk (1993) remarked that even though many economists were aware of utility of
gambling, the concept was generally opposed, perhaps in fear of abuse of utility theory.
According to Conlisk, this would be “arbitrary association of utilities with gambles” (p. 256).
Such a theory would have no scientific content, as no betting behavior could disprove it.
Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947) asserted utility of gambling could not be incorporated
in their concept of utility free of contradiction. Markowitz (1952) simply added up expected
value of the outcomes and utility of playing the game – “fun of participation”. The latter was
supposed to be constant, independent of the size of possible outcomes. This implies EU is the
highest for the smallest possible bet, which contradicts reality. Peel and Law (2009) concur
with the idea that utility of gambling is essential only in some games but cite evidence that
majority of gamblers bet for financial reasons. Since utility of gambling does not involve any
kind of probability distortion, it cannot explain paradoxes of Allais (1953). Diecidue et al.
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(2004) show that utility of gambling automatically means violations of stochastic dominance.
As an extension of EUT, they assume risky outcomes are evaluated by function , while
riskless ones by
(

, where function c expresses utility of gambling. In other words,

), f is an increasing transformation of . If stochastic dominance holds, i.e.

implies

then the authors formally prove

EUT (without utility of gambling) holds. Intuitively, if
riskless action dominating

, i.e.

then

is a

but it lacks the utility of gambling and the latter

alternative can be preferred under a suitable selection of

and . The authors show the

only chance to prevent the selection of dominated alternative altogether is to impose
The model of Conlisk (1993) is one of the infrequent attempts to formalize this problematic
concept. The model is grounded on analysis of two-outcome fair prospects. These can be fully
described by , gain in case of win and , probability of win (the loss is set so that EV = 0).
Once again, the model is an extension to EUT, in fact all usual properties of utility hold.
Agent will accept a fair gamble (

) 13 iff:
(

)

.

, utility of gambling term, is the only difference to EUT and

is merely a

is increasing in G – one

coefficient used to scale it down. Conlisk assumes

interpretation of this utility is the excitement before it is determined which state of the world
occurs. He suggests

being a composite function, where the interior function is a

measure of the excitement. The author suggests a few measures for this excitement, such as
the standard deviation of the action. The exterior function is assumed concave and bounded
which seems reasonable, since “fun of participation” will probably never lead to acceptance
of a large, highly unfavorable gamble. To avoid abuse, the term is present for all risky actions
but as it is “tiny”, it will be overwhelmed when the stakes are large. Conlisk provides us with
two major results, which we will not follow rigorously but they are intuitive. The first is
called “Small Gamble Theorem”. No matter how small will be, for a fixed , there will
always exist gambles which are small enough to be accepted. If

was not “small” (a

boundary is derived), individual would accept any feasible fair gamble. The first assertion
holds owing to positive first derivative of net benefit of gambling,
, at stake equal to zero. It holds

owing to the term

, assumed to be

positive at any positive p while the rest will be zero. Conlisk explains: “the resolution to the
puzzle is to note that concavity is a second-order effect and the utility of gambling introduces
a first-order effect”. The second is “Lottery Theorem”. If

is not “too small” (larger than

certain boundary), for any G, the individual will accept the action if
13

Abbreviated as

is small enough. This is
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just an extension of the first result – again, we need actions that are “small” in how much is at
stake. A positive net benefit for a range of fair gambles creates scope for certain unfair
gambles to be still accepted. The model involves testable predictions: risk-seeking behavior
should gradually disappear as the stakes get larger and concavity of utility function starts to
dominate the preferences. Such behavior is actually observed – Conlisk found two
experiments that supported his theory in fair prospects and further evidence for unfair
prospects. This is again inconsistent with homogenous preferences of CPT. Thanks to the
ability of making predictions, the model evades the aforementioned trap of theory without any
scientific content. Even though the model is not a model of decision under risk of the sort we
are used to, we regard it to be very elegant. While the hypothesis of gambling as consumption
might explain betting behavior only partly, it should not be overlooked either.

2.5 Special phenomena of gambling
Now that we have some understanding of the motives for betting behavior, it would be
perhaps interesting to know about a few curiosities that occur in gambling. These are the topic
of this short section. The importance of editing in decision-making was stressed by K&T
(1979). One related topic is how prior outcomes affect the editing of risky actions, studied by
Thaler and Johnson (1990). With regard to convexity of value function in the domain of
losses, K&T (1979) believed that a gambler who had not yet adapted to his recent losses, i.e.
did not change his reference point to current wealth, will now be more willing to gamble.
Thaler and Johnson used the framework of the prospect theory and tried to establish what
editing rules were adopted. Consider their example: “You have just won $30. Now choose
between: (a) no further gain or loss. (b) a gamble in which you have a 50% chance to win $9
and a 50% chance to lose $9.” For example, prospect theory “with memory” implies (b) will
be coded as

[

]. Yet the same prospect can be coded in quite a

few different ways, depending on whether the subjects integrate or segregate gains and losses,
whether they cancel smaller losses from larger gains etc. Also, the same problem may be
presented in one-stage version, stating only the final distributions of money. The authors
performed a real money experiment that involved prior gains and losses, with actions
presented in both one and two stage formats. Presentation format influenced subjects’ choices.
For instance, a gain in the first round induced risk seeking in the second round, if the initial
gain could cover later potential losses. For the one-stage version of the same problem most
subjects stayed risk-averse. This is labeled “the house money effect” – individuals can happily
gamble, since potential losses will only be seen as reductions of the gain, i.e. not losing one’s
own money. Prior losses were not automatically integrated with later outcomes; hence
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subjects are unwilling to gamble, contrary to what the prospect theory suggests in view of its
value function. This held unless there was an opportunity to return to reference point, to break
even – in such case, the results could be integrated to zero which is desirable. As a new rule of
editing, based on the fact that both prior outcomes and presentation format influenced choices,
Thaler and Johnson propose the so-called quasi-hedonic editing, which codes the above
gamble as:

[

]

. Gains are segregated (“I win $30 and win

$9”), and smaller losses are cancelled from larger gains (“I win just $21”). In case of prior
loss of $30, the two-stage action would be edited as
[

[

]

], hence losses are not integrated, contrary to what other rules of

editing suggested. To conclude the process of decision making can be greatly influenced by
how the gambles are presented and what is the agent’s reference point. The results also help to
explain some gambling – for example, if you try and gamble, say out of curiosity, you might
find yourself gamble again, if you initially won or if you are now given the opportunity to
break even.
One curiosity in gambling is the so-called gambler’s fallacy. It refers to the common belief
that if we experience an unusual streak of the same outcomes in a random process, the
opposite outcomes are now more likely, even though in reality outcomes are independent. A
classic example is roulette – if there is a long sequence of the black, people feel that it’s time
the red fell. Skořepa (2011) classifies this phenomenon amongst formula-based forecasting.
The player knows the formula how the game works so a perceived deviation from this
“equilibrium” motivates a forecast against this deviation. This can be dangerous if it means
the false expectation to be more likely to win in a game because of many previous losses.
The last interesting phenomenon, primarily observed in pari-mutuel horse racing, is the
longshot bias.14 Pari-mutuel betting is a system where players’ bets are put together and, after
the house takes its share, the winners distribute the pool proportionally to their amounts bet. It
means that the odds are determined by the gamblers themselves, not by the operator.
Longshot bias can be defined as “tendency for bettors to put more money on horses with long
odds than is justified by their objective probability of winning” (Coleman, 2004). The result is
that expected return, when betting on long shots, i.e. horses with low probability of winning,
is smaller than when betting on favorites. Although not universally, it has been confirmed by
many studies (Coleman, 2004), recently by Suhonen and Linden (2010). Coleman (2004)
mentioned several possible explanations. One possibility might be the practice of rounding
odds down, which has of course greater impact on favorites, who have much lower odds, thus
rounding takes a larger fraction of the return. Perhaps more appealing hypotheses for us are
those which concern decision making under risk. If bettors were risk-loving (had they a
14

Most often known as “favorite-longshot bias”, yet Coleman (2004) notes this term is ambiguous (“favorite” is
an antonym to long shot).
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convex utility function) longshot bias is not a real bias but is “rational” behavior. But it is
difficult to accept the convex utility of money in general. Perhaps a more plausible
explanation is simply human overestimation of low probabilities, or their overweighting, just
as in the prospect theory. Coleman (2004) favors the presence of informed or skilled bettors
as an explanation of the bias. He proves that the change in expected return per unit change in
the odds is inversely related to the proportion of insider betting, and hypothesizes that there
are two basic groups of bettors – informed or skilled, who mostly bet on favorites, and the
larger group of unskilled, risk-loving or misperceiving gamblers who are responsible for the
bias. It is perhaps noteworthy that longshot bias can possibly be explained by the same means
as gambling itself – risk-love, one of the few explanations of betting within EUT framework,
and probability distortion which is one of the main messages of the prospect theory (Skořepa,
2011).

2.6 Concluding Remarks
T&K (1992) were concerned that “theories of choice are at best approximate and incomplete”.
This assertion can be backed up for instance by (i) the existence of variety of heuristics
individuals employ when editing prospects; (ii) the difficulty of finding an unambiguous rule
experienced by Thaler and Johnson (1990), who admit that their quasi-hedonic editing is not
the only rule consistent with the data; (iii) the probable fact that for every decision theory
there exists commonly observable behavior inconsistent with this theory. Starmer (2000)
admits that “perhaps ‘anomalies’ in choice behavior will turn out to be insignificant for a
broad range of economic problems”. This could be the case for financial markets. Financial
experts might be able to use linear decision weights or to be invariant to different description
of the same action as they are exposed to a highly competitive market. If they do obey all the
axioms then EUT is the theory with most predictive power. Nonetheless, we doubt this is true
for casual gamblers, who are the primary object of our interest. This is perhaps one of the
reasons why the statement from the beginning of this subsection holds for the case of
gambling models. Bettors are observed to possess various biases mentioned in the last section,
so alternative theories such as CPT supposedly do better. Yet even CPT is not able to account
for all observed behavior. In pari-mutuel betting, most money is by definition bet on favorites,
which is consistent with CPT only without probability distortion, as pointed out by Peel and
Law (2009). We focused our analysis on behavior under risk. Of course, outcomes of many
are contingent on uncertain events, such as sport match scores. In such cases, bettors
apparently form subjective prospects which might be systematically biased (bettors are
optimistic), which might justify betting at unfair odds. But we mentioned the case of slot
machines in CR, where the distribution of outcomes is not at all clear from the published
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gaming plan; only the take-out rate is evident. It seems irrational to participate in such a
game, yet slot machines are the segment with the largest market share in CR (see later). We
note that some more sophisticated games, such as poker, cannot be described by risky actions
that we used throughout the text, thus these games are beyond the scope. For lotteries, the
distribution of outcomes is actually unknown, as the prizes are contingent on the number of
bettors. We doubt that all players know how exactly the prize money is distributed in the
separate prizes; some might not even know what the take-out rate is. Such behavior could be
considered highly irrational, yet might be relevant for economists.
To conclude, there are many theories of decision under risk that can account for the
phenomenon of gambling at actuarially unfair odds. Since every theory only covers
observable evidence partly, we do not necessarily need to select a single preferred theory.
Nonetheless in general, explanations within the prospect theory framework are more
appealing to us than extensions of EUT, because they seem to provide a more realistic picture
of the decision maker. At the same time, despite its troublesome formalization, utility of
gambling is an important factor for many gamblers.
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3 Empirics of the Czech Gambling Market
In the following part of the thesis we are going to analyze the reality in the Czech gambling
market. We attempt to provide an objective overview of the market and make inference based
on micro-level data. This part comprises two main sections. In the first one, we summarize
important topics of the gambling industry and provide a compact picture of the Czech
gambling reality. This will primarily consist of simple analysis of aggregate data and
commenting on legal developments and description of possible social costs of gambling
activities. In the second section, we will attempt to follow numerous foreign papers that
attempt to examine the determinants of expenditure and participation in gambling activities.
Two distinct datasets are used, one from the Household Budget Survey by the Czech
Statistical Office and a supplementary dataset from the project Market & Media & Lifestyle
by the Czech company MEDIAN, which performs market, media and opinion poll research.
Own translation is applied whenever we cite a Czech source; the same applies for definitions
of gambling-related terms.

3.1 The Czech gambling market
3.1.1 Introduction
In this part we would like to inspect the gambling reality in the Czech Republic (hereafter
CR). Despite the fact gambling is a frequent topic in Czech media, sound sources mapping the
reality in CR are somewhat scarce. Novotný (2008) developed his own study on gambling in
CR and being opponent of gambling he suggested various restrictive measures, however his
work seems to have a number of shortcomings and inaccuracies, some of which were
criticized by a leading lottery firm SAZKA in their commentary (SAZKA, 2008?). Řezáčová
et al. (2010) provided the public with a semestral study on the expansion of slot machines.
They point out there is no comprehensive gambling policy in CR. Activities that involve
wagering money, which we call “gambling” are primarily15 codified in Act no. 202/1990 coll.
(hereafter the Act), now more than twenty-year old law, amended 15 times (recent changes
have been in force since 2012). Article 1 states “the operation of lotteries and other similar
games is forbidden, except for cases specified by this law”. Thus gambling is definitely not
treated as a common entertainment activity by the law. Article 1 further defines gambling as
games whose voluntary participants pay money that is not guaranteed to be returned16. Since
all gambling activities have to be authorized, Clause 46 of the Act defines the regulators (state
15
16

There are other relevant laws, they will be mentioned later.
This is a shortened definition.
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supervisors): the municipalities or county councils in cases they are the authorities to permit
the games, the Ministry of Finance of CR (hereafter “MF”), and also revenue offices for
games permitted by MF. We will deal with relevant legal conditions in the subsection 3.1.4.

3.1.2 Gambling classification and aggregate data analysis
Unless stated otherwise, the source of the Czech aggregate data in this subsection is MF
(2011).17 Datamonitor (2005) values the global market at $280.8 billion; the 2010 issue
estimated the total at $381.8 billion. “Value” is the gross gaming yield (hereafter GGY) which
is the representative statistic expressing how much bettors lose to the operators during a time
unit. If we scale these nominal gambling “wins” to the world nominal GDP by World Bank
(2012), we find out that GGY is about 0.6% of GDP in both years, a substantial amount in
view of the ban on gambling in many countries (e.g. in the Islamic world). In CR, the
percentages are 0.69% and 0.84% respectively, so in relation to GDP (provided by CZSO
(2012c) Czech bettors lost 1.4 times more than world bettors in 2010. It is however not clear
whether this remains above average if we disregard the non-gambling countries, or if we only
take developed countries which in general supposedly have a higher share of the
entertainment industry. Such data are of course not very precise, not only inaccurate per se but
there are other factors such as impact of tourism or (mostly online) illegal gambling operators
which are excluded from the statistics. The data however indicate that CR is not a real
“gambling paradise”, as is often asserted. Gambling is categorized into the following market
segments: casinos (including games such as roulette, dice or card games); lotteries (drawing
of lots, scratch cards); fixed-odds betting (hereafter FOB, the odds of winning are fixed and
given by a bookmaker, usually sports betting); bingo; slot machines known as “VHP”
(výherní hrací přístroje, literally “winning machines”; hereafter VHP) and technical games, a
rather fuzzy category, which includes various slot machines: “interactive video lottery
terminals” (hereafter IVT), “multiseat technical machines”, electromechanical roulette but
also for instance seemingly unrelated online FOB, which was authorized (for five companies
initially) by MF in 2009 (MF, 2008). Many foreign companies offered their services to
Czechs even before, which was not recognized by the Act and thus, such activities were
theoretically illegal.

17

We also used the commentary by MF, available ibid.
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Figure 7: Gross Gaming Yield decomposition for market segments
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Note: Total height represents the gross gaming yield. Until 2003, there are missing data for
the local charges in the VHP class; they are part of the purple column. Bingo is omitted.
Source: own work, data by MF (2011).

MF provides the public with basic graphical representation but we decided to depict the trends
using graphs built upon simple contingency tables. Figure 7 shows the trend in gross gaming
yield for five segments (bingo is omitted as its volume is negligible18) and its decomposition
into various taxes which are the management charges & state supervision charges, local
charges and levies on “purposes beneficial to the public” (hereafter PBP). These are further
explained in the 3.1.4 subsection. Throughout this subsection, we always refer to the same
period, 2000 – 2010. From the statistics, as illustrated by Figure 7, we can infer the following:
(i) Casino gambling (excludes slot machines in casinos) is a minor gambling category which
stagnates, even in nominal terms. In 2010, the share on GGY was below 5%. The charges are
effectively a 19% of GGY tax in all years. There are 265 casinos as of 9/8/2011 (MF, 2011b).
(ii) FOB is likewise a minor sector, though on an upward trend at least in nominal units. The
charges are effectively 16% of GGY. (iii) Lotteries are a medium sector not expanding even
in current units. In 2010, its share on GGY was 11.5%. The rate of levies varies from 21% up
to 38%, which is caused at least partly by SAZKA voluntarily returning more for PBP,
because through a sport-club it financed a stadium SAZKA arena (Novotný, 2008, p. 21). (iii)
Standard (originally mechanical) slot machines VHP were the sector dominating the market
until 2009. Over the selected period, its share on GGY exceeds 50% but in 2010 it was
18

The gross gaming yield averaged only CZK 46 million, with a downward trend
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surpassed by technical games. Novotný (2008, p. 43) states there were over 60,000 slots in
operation in 2007. Assuming that number was accurate, it would produce yearly average
revenue per slot machine of CZK 208,900. As we can see VHP is the segment paying the
local charges as they are authorized by municipalities. Altogether, the taxes averaged 30% of
GGY. (iv) “Technical games”, a category comprising mainly gaming machines permitted by
MF, experienced a surge in recent years: the share on total GGY was 1% in 2000 but in 2010,
it was already 49%. The effective tax rate is relatively stable and averages 18.5% of GGY, a
considerably lower amount than VHP. According to the aforementioned commentary by MF,
the proportion of amount bet in conventional FOB and the online FOB equalized in 2010,
enabling us to subtract the figures. GGY will not be exactly the same but it won’t be farfetched to say that out of the revenue CZK 15.6 billion in “technical games”, CZK 13.3
billion come from technical games excluding the online sports betting. A NGO, Brnění, o.s.
obtained a list of all gaming machines permitted by MF as of 8/22/2011 and opened it to the
public (Brnění, o.s.; 2011). A total of about 77,000 machines (IVT make up 86% of these)
were authorized at the time by MF, which would result in the yearly average CZK 173,000
per machine but the number of machines might be smaller in 2010. In total, GGY reached
CZK 31.8 billion in 2010.
As the previous analysis was only in nominal prices, we decided to take a look at the
development of the total amount bet decomposed into GGY and taxes adjusted for the growth
of nominal GDP, provided by CZSO (2012c). This is shown in
Figure 8 in the appendix. Year 2000 was chosen as the base year, which means for instance
that amounts in 2010 were scaled down by factor 1.66 which is the ratio of Czech GDP in
2010 to Czech GDP in 2000. It turns out that in relation to GDP the gambling yield had been
relatively stable until 2008. In the following two years, there was an expansion – gambling
yield rose 29.6% relative to GDP. The amount bet rose 24.9% in the same period indicating a
slight increase in the take-out rate. For an overview of this quantity, defined as the gaming
yield divided by the amount bet, see Figure 9 in the appendix. Although the house edge is
only a few per cent in certain casino games such as roulette, the casino’s take-out rate
averaged 19.6% with a downward tendency. The edge of bookmakers for sports betting was
fairly small in the early 2000s – around 12% – but soared in 2007 up to almost 30% in 2009
and 2010. The take-out rate of VHP was relatively stable close to 25% which is the maximum
house edge allowed by the Act. For technical games, only the last 4 data points are
interesting; the house edge appears to have an upward trend reaching 24.2% in 2010. The
house edge for lotteries averaged 51%, which is unusually high. Some might conclude that
lotteries are the most hazardous segment since the expected value of a bet is the lowest thus
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this game should be regulated most strictly, however, we find such argumentation erroneous
(see subsection 3.1.3)
Globally, it is a bit awkward to compare the shares of market segments on GGY given the
peculiar classification of MF (different kinds of slot machines depending on the authority that
permitted them). Nevertheless, Table 2 shows an elementary comparison for 2010.
Table 2: Comparison of the segments’ shares on GGY in 2010.
World segment / CZ segment
Lotteries / Lotteries
Sports betting / FOB + approx. Online FOB

World share
29.2%
18.1%

CR share
11.5%
7.1% + approx. 7.1% = 14.2%

Casinos (including slots) / Casinos

21.9%

4.9%

Other / VHP + Technical games (excluding
approx. online FOB)

30.8%

Approx. 69.4%

Source: own work based on MF (2011) and Datamonitor (2010).

The “other” segment by Datamonitor covers particularly slot machines outside casinos, while
in CR these are included in the two ‘machines’ categories. Sports betting and FOB can be
most likely interchanged. The bottom line of this comparison is that in CR, “other” segment
(mainly VHP and crucial part of technical games) are much larger segment than in the world
(even if we mix the World’s casinos with the World’s “other”) while lotteries are 2.5 times
less important. For a more illustrative picture of their expansion see Figure 10 in the
appendix. According to MF, there are 104 “gambling operators” in CR as of 01/31/2012 (MF,
2012); this however does not include 490 operators of VHP which are authorized by
municipalities, nor does it include all 129 operators of technical games authorized by MF. A
few more information about the industry was acquired thanks to CZSO employees (CZSO,
2011b). For precise numbers, refer to Table 10 in the appendix. Relatively a small and stable
number is employed in the gambling industry. Revenues are always higher than GGY, since
companies also offer other services (e.g. refreshments). Net profit margin was 17.2% in 2009,
which is considered to be fairly high (especially in view of the tax base being revenues and
not revenues minus expenses). The average monthly wage has always been lower than the
Czech average. In the next subsection, we will take a look at gambling from another
perspective, defining the benefits and costs of this activity and citing the work of
professionals treating problem gamblers.

3.1.3 The benefits and costs of gambling
Let us return to the unusual high take-out rate of lotteries. Does it mean that lotteries are more
dangerous than other forms of gambling? There are a number of reasons why it is probably
not so. The take-out rate lacks representation of average losses per time unit – how fast the
bettor can lose an amount of money that was intended as gambling budget. We usually rank
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jobs by their hourly wage so that perhaps, average hourly loss would be more appropriate
statistic but it is difficult to measure because as individuals place different number of bets in
an hour and for some games the stakes are also changeable. Nevertheless, this argumentation
has been worthless in context of the theoretical part of this thesis. Why should high take-out
rate or large average losses imply the activity is dangerous? Even though some might reckon
that individuals are ill-advised to gamble under those conditions, as they participate
deliberately and often repeatedly it is clear their utility from this action is positive. For
instance it appears that there are many Czech bettors with strong taste for skewed bets who
are willing to give up 50% expected value of the ticket. If games with high take-out rate or
even heavy hourly losses are selected as optimal by an economic agent, those characteristics
are hardly arguments for restrictions. Furthermore, gambler’s losses can be seen as mere
redistribution of money – it does not disappear from the world. So what are the social costs of
gambling? As most often in economics, the snag lies in the assumptions. It is documented by
medical literature that a bettor might sometimes turn into a gambler who can no longer behave
freely and deliberately to full extent. We will refer to this phenomenon as problem and
pathological gambling. In such cases, perhaps the measure of average hourly loss becomes a
valid criterion of the hazard in gambling activities: they measure how fast a problem gambler
(unwillingly) loses his assets. Careful evaluation of social benefits and costs of gambling
would be very useful for policy makers but that is apparently beyond the scope of this
subsection, whose mere goal is to illustrate what these benefits and costs might be. A primary
contribution in this field is that of Grinols (2004), who in his extensive study provided “the
first conceptually complete cost-benefit assessment” of casino gambling in the US.
Table 3: Description of benefits and costs of gambling based on Grinols (2004)
Social benefits of gambling

Social costs of gambling

Individual (positive) utilities from those who
gamble “with moderation”
and/or consumer surplus.

Negative gambling externalities: problem and
pathological gaming as a clinical state and its
adverse consequences (direct and indirect).

“Ancillary economic benefits”: employment
benefits, investment stimulation, tourism
development. Extra tax revenue.

Gambling industry related problems: money
laundering and political corruption, costs of
the necessary state control, regulation and
legislative effort. Moral disapproval

Source: Grinols (2004)

Possible benefits and costs are shown in Table 3 in a simplified way. None of the items listed
in the table are simple to evaluate, or even put a number on. The utilities from playing the
games cannot be compared over different individuals or summed in any way, just as utility
from increased diversity of products. If we regard gambling as mere consumption, this would
be represented by the consumer surplus which might be more concrete but still unknown. The
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“ancillary economic benefits” represent the net increase in employment, profit or taxes as
compared to the hypothetical state of gambling absence. So for example, employment benefits
would stem from those who are employed rather than unemployed or are employed more
favorably than in other industries. Let us cite from a review by Whaples (2009): “Grinols
(correctly in my view) dismisses the primary ‘benefit’ touted by the industry and its backers:
jobs. Casinos, like the new sports stadiums, don’t generally create jobs in a locality, partly
because they cannibalize a broad range of alternative expenditures throughout other sectors of
the economy – a conclusion that Grinols backs with data on sales revenue changes near seven
Illinois casinos – and because a small fraction of bettors come from far away.” Grinols did not
find the introduction of casinos to significantly influence local unemployment rates. He
regards the social costs to also be externalities since the harm “does not operate through the
price system”. The taxes aiming to cover these costs create deadweight losses (if gambling
operator has to pay extra taxes, it will translate into higher take-out rate and some consumers
cannot participate anymore).
Let us firstly comment on the costs related to industry specifics, which are often concerning
the problem gambling phenomenon. Novotný (2008) gives a list of criminal activities such as
running a slot machine without authorization, falsification of technical certificates, software
modifications to adjust the take-out rate of a slot machine, illegal control of the game’s
outcomes (e.g. in roulette). If the firms have the right to select the beneficiaries for their own
taxes, it might lead to embezzlements (see later). If gambling operation generates outstanding
profit, fuzzy definitions of the supervision body representatives’ powers or their ability to
affect the process of authorization might form an environment for corruption. Novotný (2008)
asserts that § 50 (3) of the Act which enables MF to authorize new forms of gambling does
exactly that. He also claims that money laundering is a common incident in gambling houses
without proper archive of game records and registering of the bettors and describes how this
works: dirty money is put into the gambling house which writes out a certificate to the
“winner” claiming he gained the money in the house which involves accounting frauds.
Novotný (2008) does not generally cite sources for his often strong assertions; however, some
are indirectly supported by the Security Information Service (2011). Let us cite from the 2010
annual report of this intelligence institution: “Some private entities succeeded in influencing
the legislative process. Lobbying pressure targeted regulation of gambling and energy supply.
Strong interest groups managed to achieve their aims at all levels of establishment of legal
norms.” Money laundering is mentioned with connection to organized crime of certain drugdealing Albanians: “These criminal activities are accompanied by efforts to launder the
revenues therefrom via investments in real estate or operation of gambling.” Unlike other
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entertainment industries, gambling industry demands special laws and state control for
instance to ensure player protection which also counts among the costs.
Nonetheless, the most consequential costs arise from the following phenomena problem
gambling, defined in the following way: “Causes problems linked to financial or time losses
which breed negative consequences for the gamblers, other individuals or the society”
(Nešpor, 2010). The more serious condition of the same problem is called “pathological
gambling”. This is already a clinical state (diagnose F63.0), sorted among habit and impulse
disorders by International Classification of Diseases, where it is defined as follows: “The
disorder consists of frequent, repeated episodes of gambling that dominate the patient's life to
the detriment of social, occupational, material, and family values and commitments.
Compulsive gambling.” (Verosta, 2012). Nešpor (2010) considers as the key symptom the
strong urge to gamble, which cannot be easily overcome, i.e. impaired self-control. He assorts
the dangers of gambling into several categories depending on the subjects they influence.
Gamblers themselves are in danger of damage to physical health (sleep disorder, locomotive
organs diseases) and mental risks (stress, depressions, anxiety, social exclusion, suicidal
tendencies); they become more often homeless or imprisoned. If they are children or
adolescent, Nešpor (2010) links pathological gambling with problems at school or boys’
homosexual prostitution. Malfunctions in gamblers’ families occur, which includes divorce or
domestic violence. Families also most likely experience poverty. The gambler’s employer
might suffer from deteriorated work performance, late arrivals or misapplication of firm
assets. The costs to the society in general are the costs of extra health care, lower taxes paid
due to lower productivity, social allowances to lesser educated children, defaults and crime.
Nešpor (2010) further cites a research in Australia which revealed less than 2% of the total
population had a gambling issue while in the population of prisoners this was 34%. He further
cites a study ESPAD 2007 of gambling amongst 670 Czech adolescents: over 7.9% of 15-year
old boys played the slot machines weakly or more (1.3% for girls) and 1.1% of boys gambled
on slots on a daily basis. Pathological gambling is supposedly more prevalent among
youngsters than in total population.
Although evaluation of social costs stemming from problem/pathological gambling is
troublesome, we will now pick out some interesting facts that Nešpor (2010) enclosed at the
end of the book (his co-worked studies). According to a survey among 63 male pathological
gamblers, 95% (5%) would definitely (rather) approve reduction in the number of gambling
facilities 69% (26%) would definitely (rather) approve if a pathological gambler could sign a
self-imposed ban statement; 77% (16%) would definitely (rather) approve a ban on gambling
advertisements. Nešpor (2010) affirms it is unclear how many pathological gamblers live in
CR as most gamblers do not seek treatment at all. According to the Institute of Health
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Information and Statistics of CR, 1,456 patients diagnosed with F63.0 were treated in 2010,
536 were hospitalized in asylums or psychiatric clinics, according to Verosta (2012), who also
notes that a study on the prevalence of pathological gambling has not yet been executed in
CR. Verosta (2012) adopts the estimates of European research and guesses that about 16,000
to 84,000 of Czechs are in the clinical state (between 0.15% and 0.8% of population). There
are also indications that slot machines are connected with problem gambling more than other
forms of wagering money. Verosta (2012) cites a survey of 558 German gamblers according
to which 93.7% of the sample indicated slot machines were the dominating type of gamble.
87.5% did so in a survey in the Psychiatric Clinic in Kroměříž by a Czech NGO.19 The same
research gave an eye-catching result for economists: financial losses preceding the treatment
averaged over CZK 2.3 million, Nešpor (2010) gives an average of CZK 1.6 million (only
taking into account the period before the treatment with the same length as the treatment).
Even though these were relatively small samples it is clear that gamblers lose huge sums of
money. They are of course not directly a social cost as they represent only a transfer but there
are indirect costs, for example as the amount exceed most individuals’ income over a long
period, it is clear many gamblers obtain the money otherwise. Nešpor (2010) believes that in
financial terms, most costs stem from gambler’s lower work productivity.
In conclusion, heterogeneous evidence of the above-mentioned experts assesses the costs of
gambling as high; no thorough cost-benefit analysis has been conducted in CR though so the
number of problem gamblers and hence the costs they impose on society are largely unknown.
Grinols (2004) quantified the social costs of casinos introduction in US to be $234 per adult
per year, which was about five times the estimated benefit. The cost per an additional
pathological gambler was evaluated at $11,304 ($3,222 per problem gambler). Unfortunately,
one cannot draw any conclusions on the basis of these numbers due to many reasons: casinos
are a minor part of gambling in CR; there are different definitions of diagnoses and different
prices of medical treatment. This is why a simple estimation of the costs by taking the US
estimate and bringing it into scale according to the difference in GDP per person would not be
useful.

3.1.4 Legal developments, the case of technical games and taxation
We have covered matters to be weighed by gambling policy makers; let us take a closer look
at the Czech policy in this area. The main problems in this area include legal conditions under
gambling facilities are authorized, taxation, legal changes and some recent events regarding a
discussion of technical games authorization. We will comment on a few legal regulations. As
mentioned above, the Act has been amended many times but many of these amendments were
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OBČANÉ PROTI ZÁVISLOSTEM, o.s. (Citizens against addictions)
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not crucial. Act no. 149/1998 coll., a major amendment following a wave of aversion by the
municipalities (Novotný, 2008) gave the municipalities the right to restrict VHP slot machines
through municipal ordinances at § 50 (4) (at that time technical games were practically nonexistent, see the above data).
It would be very complicated to review the conditions of operation for gambling, since the
law recognizes many specific games which have different requirements. In 2011, the law was
amended five times. In comparison with the pre-2011 law, where the only part relating
technical games such as IVT was § 50 (3), the new types of games are now mentioned in § 2.
They are further categorized and there are elements that make them different to VHP – one
category features “central lottery system”, operating unit responsible for the process while the
individual IVT should only be units of display. Card games such as poker have a new
definition which includes Internet as a means of operation. Different games have various
barriers to entry. For many20 games, the Act (effective since 2012) ordains the operator to be a
joint-stock company with a seat in CR21, with an authorized capital of CZK 100 million.22
From our point of view, such barriers to entry are difficult to justify for instance in case of
card games, which unlike technical games do not require high investments into technology
and their nature enables easy operation in just one location. The law also explicitly states in §
4 (10) that intermediation of bets to gambling operated abroad is forbidden as well as taking
part in gambling that involves paying bets abroad.. This means that Czechs are for instance
forbidden to wager money online at a company legally authorized in a European Union
member state. The operators of online gaming have to have a seat in CR (among other
conditions). We imagine this could be a breach of the integration principles of the single
market but we note gambling is excluded from the ‘Services’ Directive 2006/123/EC (EU,
2011), which aims to enable the freedom of establishment within cross-border service
provision. We also noticed the heavy fine up to CZK 10 million aimed at operators that will
either run gambling without authorization by MF or break the Act while running gambling.
This fine applies for natural and legal persons that breach the ban of § 4 (10). According to a
FAQ published by MF (2012b), this fine may in theory truly be imposed on persons who bet
online at a company seated outside CR. This policy is apparently motivated by gambling
operation by foreign firms, who are not authorized, regulated or taxed by Czech authorities.
Nevertheless, we doubt an explicit ban for foreign subjects without a Czech branch (so
passing the barriers to entry) is a wise solution, at least because the requirement is practically
20

Including lotteries, scratch card, sports betting, casino games, technical games (3 kinds of these) and card
games (mainly poker). These terms are of course inexact.
21
The operator can also theoretically be the state, although that is not seen in practice.
22
The operator also has to pay a collateral “to ensure claims of the state, municipalities and the winners”, up to
CZK 50 million for lotteries, scratch card, online card games (poker), technical games (2 kinds), VHP; other
games are conditioned by a lower collateral.
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not enforceable for technical and legal reasons. Foreign companies continue to offer their
services to Czechs.23 To our knowledge, no company has been licensed for online card games,
ergo such activities are completely illegal as of 3/24/2012 but in practice Czech authorities
have not taken action against the foreign operators. § 1 (9) also states that promotion or
advertisement of unauthorized gambling is forbidden, which is reasonable per se, however
difficult to observe – bookmakers including the foreign ones advertise not only online but
often for instance at sport stadiums.
A key part of the Act (valid since the original law until now) is § 50 (3): “MF may authorize
lotteries and other similar games which are not in recognized in the first to the fourth part of
the law provided the authorization will specify in detail all the conditions of operation of such
lottery and other similar games. MF will adequately apply the regulation of the first to fourth
part of this law. (…)”. This entails MF has extensive power over the conditions of operation,
since its representatives interpreted the word “adequately” related to the conditions of
authorization somewhat liberally. In the spring of 2010, “Citizens against addictions”,24 a
NGO, later joined by four municipalities, contested the conditions of authorization by MF by
calling upon the ombudsman to take action. About one year later, the NGO Brnění protested
MF’s practices which were allegedly against its own published methodology (that it will not
authorize technical games contravening the municipal ordinances and will respect § 17 (11)
for technical games – see later). The following information is following the “concurrent
report” and “final position” of the ombudsman, the response of MF (ref. Ombudsman of CR,
2011; Brnění, o.s., 2012 & 2012b) and the Act. While VHP may be authorized for one year at
maximum according to § 18 (3) (effective until now), MF initially decided it would be
“adequate” to authorize technical games for an indeterminate duration (Novotný, 2008, p. 44),
and later limited to be ten years (even later 3 years), which is still ten times (three times) as
long as the lawful maximum for VHP. Brnění provided us with a list of technical games
authorized in Brno as of 5/5/201 showing that MF had authorized several IVT until 2099 or
even until 2500. If we exclude these, the machines were on average authorized for 7.04 years.
VHP also have limitations such as maximum bet and maximum win in §17 (4) of the Act and
maximum hourly loss in §17 (6) (both still effective). The take-out rate has to be between 0%
and 25%. While the maximum bet can be CZK 2 (elsewhere), CZK 5 in gambling houses and
CZK 50 in casinos, the standard of technical game IVT (for all locations) published by MF is
CZK 1,000 (note: the original limits might seem somewhat low but the time limit for one bet
can be just one second). The jackpot or the maximum win is CZK 10,000,000, perhaps a
23

A quick internet search revealed that various foreign bookmakers, often authorized in the UK or Malta, have
websites available in the Czech language which is an indirect proof that wagering money as a Czech resident is
possible there. As of 3/20/2012, these bookmakers included unibet, BWIN, Expekt, bet365, Betclic, William
Hill, bet-at-home and sportingbet. PokerStars is an example of card games provider with a Czech variant as well.
24
OBČANÉ PROTI ZÁVISLOSTEM, o.s.
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powerful magnet for gamblers. The “maximum hourly loss”, which the Act defines as the
expected loss if one applies the maximum bet and the minimum time per bet and the
maximum take-out rate, was not included in MF methodology at all. Theoretically, CZK
1,000 bet per second (which is the minimum time per bet for VHP) with a realistic 25% takeout rate25 would result in the maximum loss of CZK 900,000. Practically, the stakes are
unlimited. MF also found it “adequate” for the new types of gambling to be no longer affected
by § 17 (11) of the Act which banned VHP from certain buildings such as schools, churches
or state administration buildings or their neighborhood, however § 17 (11) was lifted by the
amendment Act 300/2011 effective since 2012. The Constitutional Court of CR acted in this
matter by the Ruling 29/10 of 6/14/2011 in which acknowledged the right of municipality
Chrastava to regulate IVT through a municipal ordinance26 (The Constitutional Court of CR,
2011). IVT were basically found to be a component of a wider definition of VHP and thus
municipalities are qualified to regulate them in their districts. Řezáčová et al. (2010) point out
that authorization of IVT without consent of the municipalities is a violation of the
subsidiarity principle and thus such practices are undesirable. Their inquiry of municipality
representatives contains the following insightful answer: “On the ground of other local
authorities’ experience (…), our municipality has not issued an ordinance to regulate VHP.
Mainly because if we did, more video terminals would be authorized by MF instead and that
would be of no help.” In his reply to the ombudsman, the Minister of Finance argued the new
technical games were technically different; the 10 year period was adequate with respect to
higher technical complexity of the machines and higher costs for the operators. The
differences in parameters such as maximum bet were “justified” by “different market
conditions and price level” in 1990 and 2003 (IVT introduction), which we find preposterous
since obviously the nominal earnings did not rise 200 times (which is the rise in stakes if we
take the maximum bet for VHP in gaming houses). It seems absurd that gambling with higher
stakes than for VHP in casinos is authorized elsewhere, since in other locations the operators
do not have to spend extra money on extra obligations (list of bettor’s names, camera
surveillance etc.). The Minister also claimed that maximum hourly loss could not be
implemented since 100,000 games needed to be run to set an objective statistical conclusion
and this could not be done in an hour. Again, that seems absurd surely there are methods how
to compute the quantity – like testing it perhaps for more than one hour. The Minister also
announced MF will apply the ordinances of municipalities for technical games with regard to
the Constitutional Court ruling. Nonetheless, it did not start to repeal the licenses immediately
– with reference to the constitutional principles of investment protection and freedom of
enterprise (three-year terms of protection are applied). The ombudsman’s reaction was that
25
26

The take-out rate was 24.2% in 2010 for “technical games”, which includes online FOB.
More exactly, the court denied the proposal by MF to abolish the ordinance of Chrastava.
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MF had acted unlawfully in all points and recommended remedies. He also criticized that MF
demanded the municipalities to present legal argumentation why the public interest exceeded
those constitutional principles, for instance to give evidence of public order infringements or
breaking the rules of operation. He declared this unlawful and concluded both VHP and
technical games involved the risks of pathological gambling which represented a risk of basic
human rights violation (for instance the right of human dignity, the right to own property,
health protection etc.). The Act, effective since 2012, contains a temporary clause which
protects gambling authorized by MF until the end of 2014 against municipal ordinances,
however the ombudsman found this unlawful, claiming the right to regulate gambling
stemmed from other laws than just the Act. The ombudsman’s standpoint is not obligatory for
MF but the government officially directed MF to respect his position (Government of CR,
2012). Also, Brnění (and other subjects) filed a criminal suit against certain MF officials for
not abolishing the licenses contradicting municipal ordinances. What is the lesson of this
complicated story? From our point of view, MF’s procedures were non-standard. One could
suspect that the regulator is captured by the gambling operators, since it seems that MF
struggled to provide the operators with conditions that were barely within the law.
At this point we will comment on gambling taxation in CR. SAZKA started as a company
owned by mostly sports associations, therefore we can reason that lotteries originally served
as sports fundraisers. After 1989, this purpose was partly followed – gambling operators
delivered the tax for “purposes beneficial to the public” (PBP), so the system of taxation
before the amendment of Act 300/2011 coll. different significantly to the usual corporate
taxation. The base for tax is usually GGY. Gambling earnings were exempt from the income
tax until 201227 and continue to be exempt from the value added tax.28 Administration charges
are defined in a special law29 and they differed game by game until 2012 (Řezáčová et al.
noted that for IVT the charge of 10% of GGY was peculiarly capped at CZK 10 million per
operator); now they are set at CZK 5,000 for authorization of any game. Novotný (2008)
alerted that charges effectively decrease over time. Between 2000 and 2010 the nominal GGY
more than doubled while the charges increased less than 50%, perhaps due to the cap. In 2012
we expect the revenue to decrease (for instance the charge per one VHP machine was halved).
Management charges do not need to reflect GGY though, as they are not real taxes. In our
aggregate statistics, management charges are grouped with the state supervision charge, which
was set at 1% of GGY (Řezáčová et al., 2010, p. 27) but was abolished in 2012. Together, in
2009, these constituted 8.3% of GGY. Municipalities collected local charge, a special fee only
for VHP, but since 2012 it is also abolished. The levies for “purposes beneficial to the public”
27

Act 586/1992 coll. § 19 (1) g); recently amended by Act 458/2011 coll. Part I. 40.
Act 235/2004 coll. § 51 (1) i)
29
Act 634/2004 coll., Part I, Item 21; amended recently by Act 458/2011 coll.
28
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represented the largest part of the tax, 11% of GGY in 2009. The tax base was actually GGY
minus all other charges and the rate was not uniform but increased from 6% up to 20% (in 4
jumps) depending on the size of the base. In total, all charges and fees constituted 21.7% of
GGY in 2009. They totaled CZK 7.05 billion and were actually larger than the industry net
income (CZK 6.14 billion, CZSO, 2011b). Neglecting other revenues than GGY, gambling is
actually taxed at more than 50% (but is exempt from the VAT). Gambling operators decided
themselves where to allocate their PBP levy (provided it would be qualified as PBP). We
agree with those who consider this taxation improper for several reasons. The firm can
circumvent the increasing rate by splitting into smaller elements30 as reminded by Řezáčová et
al. (2010). Since long the gambling industry has turned into a usual for-profit industry –
SAZKA’s share diminished over time according to Novotný (2008) and after its bankruptcy
in 2010 it was bought by private entities anyway (FinančníNoviny.cz, 2011), so there is
hardly a reason to give operators (of activities involving extra social cost) the privilege to
allocate their taxes and to make the non-profit industry somehow dependent on the operators.
A number of ad-absurdum embezzlements were documented by media (e.g. Ihned.cz, 2011),
including fake NGOs set up by the firms. The Financial Analytical Department (MF, 2012c)
reported an embezzlement of PBP funds using NGOs headed by relatives of the firm agents,
who withdrew most of CZK 100 million in cash and used it to buy real estates (two gambling
operators were recently sued). Genuine non-profit associations of public interest were
automatically motivated to reciprocate to the gambling industry to get at least some of the
funds. Most of the money was allocated to sports (58.9% in 2010) (see. Figure 11 in the
appendix). Possible reasons are that sports are the only activity of public interest which can
return the favor in advertisement and sportsmen perhaps tend to wager money in sports
betting more than for instance environmentalists. An overview of PBP levies for 2010 by MF
(2012d) shows that by far the largest amount was CZK 911 million to the expense of SAZKA
stadium. Virtually no resources were allocated to education (1.1%) or health care (1.9%). The
municipalities benefited from PBP (14.6%), since legally they were sole beneficiaries from
VHP they authorized.
Despite resistance of the interested subjects, a law that abolishing the levies for PBP was
passed in 2011. The new levies according to the Act as of 2012 are dual: the ordinary income
tax for corporations (19%) and a special tax on gambling: 20% of GGY independently of the
game, plus extra CZK 55 per day (CZK 20,075 a year) for each authorized VHP and technical
games device (though the other differences in regulation between these two still exist). The
latter can be seen as a replacement of local charges, since this extra taxation of slot machines
will be divided in ratio 4:1 between the municipalities and the state budget, while for the
30

This is documented by quadruple occurrence of the word “Tipsport” in the list of operators (MF, 2012) as of
1/31/2012
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common tax the ratio will be somewhat reversed (3:7). Municipalities will divide the revenue
according to the number of machines in their districts. No levy will be allocated by the firms
themselves but sports clubs and other non-profit associations will lose this source of funding
only partly, as they will most probably benefit from the levies now flowing into the state
budget (ČeskéNoviny.cz, 2011). MF (2012e) worked out an estimate of the newly introduced
revenue for municipalities totaling CZK 6 billion, based on the income statements of
gambling operators for 2010 (it is supposed that new levies will not drive the firms out). If we
compare this amount to the local charges and PBP received in 2010, we may apparently call
the municipalities “political winners” since they are estimated to gain 4.15 times as much as
in 2010 in nominal terms (if we disregard management charges in both years).31 The
preferential treatment of smaller subjects is abolished with the new flat tax. Together with the
income tax introduction, this fact should entail substantial growth in the total tax revenue.
Considering the supposed much higher rate of pathological gambling danger for slot
machines, we assess the extra levy as appropriate. Besides, the new system should remove the
aforementioned discriminative large gap in taxation of VHP and technical games (29.5% vs.
18% of GGY in 2010), which was unjustifiable. Notwithstanding, we feel that the system was
set somewhat arbitrarily and might not reflect true social costs. Not all legal forms of
gambling may be pure games of chance. While bettors can hardly make the game profitable in
lottery or slot machines, for certain games such as sports betting or poker, expert players can
influence the results in the long run. For example, Levitt and Miller (2011) showed that a
group of poker players identified as skilled had a substantially larger return on investment
during the 2010 World Series of Poker and thus supported the idea of poker being a game of
skill. We believe pathological gambling might be less prevalent in such games than in pure
games of luck. Each game probably causes different rates of pathological gambling with
different indirect consequences and thus should be taxed at a different rate to cover the
necessary treatment of pathological gamblers. It would only be logical that a hypothetical type
of gambling that does not involve any negative externalities should be taxed at the same rate
as companies of ordinary industries. Social costs are however not even roughly estimated
since CR lacks a study of economic consequences of pathological gambling. According to the
Government (Government of CR, 2012b), a completely new gambling law is being discussed
which should comprise a new special tax aiming to replace the current system. We would
acclaim any efforts on legislators’ part to precisely reflect the social costs of gambling.

31

Below 2% of the revenues estimated for 2012 are constituted by the management charges. We do not know
what part of the total management charges was allocated to the municipalities in 2010 so we exclude it from the
comparison.
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3.1.5 Summary, remarks and connection to the following section
Let us briefly sum some conclusions of the selected topics. The Czech gambling market is
characterized by unusually high share of the slot machine segment. The “technical games”
were the only sector responsible for the expansion in the last four years which resulted in
larger proportion of gambling yield in GDP. The industry seems to have somewhat large net
profit margin although the compound charges are generally higher than the net profit; the
expenses constituted roughly32 60% of GGY in 2009. Despite what some opponents of
gambling might presume, it is not harmful by definition. The social benefits are similar to
benefits of any other industry: surpluses of consumers and producers and extra tax revenue.
Common argument in favor of gambling is jobs, which is however disputed by Grinols
(2004). Gambling involves extra social costs – agent runs a double risk – the risk of loss and
the risk of becoming addicted to the game. The consequences are manifold, some are less
quantifiable but certain impacts such as treatment costs or work losses should be measurable,
yet CR lacks a prevalence study of the problem/pathological gambling let alone evaluation of
its costs. There have been quarrels over the power of MF concerning the conditions for newly
authorized games. MF has authorized a large number of IVTs and other technical games for a
long period and much higher stakes than those which were previously permitted in casinos’
VHP. Although the case is not over, it seems that municipalities will be able to regulate the
gambling activities within their districts. On the other hand, it seems now that the difference
in stakes will continue, which might lead to gradual substitution of VHP.
What is a rather peculiar fact is the following. An estimated average per machine was CZK
173,000 in 2010, whereas theoretical maximum hourly loss was CZK 900,000. Of course, no
one will wager CZK 1,000 every second. Novotný (2008) quotes an average bet of CZK 70
for 2005, even though he does not cite any sources. Let us suppose now in 2012 we push the
button every 10 seconds, and wager CZK 100 every time. Yet still, our hourly expected loss
will be CZK 9,000, about 39% of average gross monthly wage (wage data by CZSO, 2012b).
Given such parameters, it is a question what percentage of population can actually afford to
play these games, i.e. lose only their “gambling money”. It should be a very insignificant
minority. Moreover, if bettors played on average at this pace and for these stakes, one device
of technical games would only be working for 19.2 hours a year! Even if we suppose usually
the game is slower and with lower stakes, IVTs simply must be unoccupied the vast majority
of the time, because there are simply so many of them. But someone has to be present and
lose money and contribute to yearly gross gaming yield of CZK 13.3 billion. Given our above
argumentation, it seems that notably extremely wealthy people and people who can no longer
fully control their decisions (problem and pathological gamblers) can participate. The
32
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practically unbounded stakes are inutilizable for the vast majority of population but are
potentially very dangerous for pathological gamblers which bring social costs mentioned
earlier.
Every government must decide how to approach online gambling which is not authorized by
local authorities, the Czech approach is restrictive but the law is not enforceable in practice
and collides with the principles of the single market, if not with particular regulation. A
discussion how to establish single market in online gambling has already begun (European
Commission 2011). It seems absurd that while the Czechs can throw fortunes in slot machines
in accordance with the law, if they play card games online they can theoretically be massively
fined. These facts result in questions about the motives of Czech gambling authorities. The
PBP levies were allocated by the firms themselves; this system was groundless as the
gambling industry has mostly been a usual private for-profit industry. Since 2012, there has
been a 20% tax on GGY and a special fixed tax for slot machines – the game supposedly most
connected to pathological gambling. We assess this change to be an improvement; however,
the rates are perhaps not well-founded by a research assessing the negative externalities,
going beyond the work of economists. A prevalence study on pathological gambling would be
the basis, thorough research would ask for extensions though, for instance to evaluate the
influence on crime. The main goal would be to set the right amount of taxes that would just
counterbalance the extra social costs of gambling.
In the above section, we have examined the macroeconomic data and some aspects from the
social standpoint. As only essential points could have been mentioned, we refer interested
readers to the online media33 for general information on recent developments.

3.2 Determinants of participation and the level of expenditure
of gambling
3.2.1 Introduction and literature review
The following empirical analyzes are inspired by numerous papers dealing with determinants
of participation in betting activities as well as with the amounts spent on them. These papers
identified features that define groups more likely willing to spend money on gambling and
also to spend more intensively. According to Humphreys (2010), their goals are the
following: “to determine how households finance the purchase of gaming goods, to estimate
the income elasticity of expenditure on gaming goods, to estimate the revenue generating
potential of government provision of gaming goods, and to understand the welfare
33

Two online media cover the situation in detail: Ihned: http://byznys.ihned.cz/tagy/hazard-230386
Česká pozice: http://www.ceskapozice.cz/tag/hazard [both cited 19 Mar 2012]
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implications of the provision of gaming goods by public and private organizations.” The
results may also suggest so called at-risk groups, whose members might impose social costs
on society by becoming problem or pathological gamblers. Previous studies have reported a
large number of determinants. These are not directly connected to the analysis of behavior
under risk from the first part of this thesis as it is unclear how these variables should be
defined or determined for each observation. For example, degree of probability distortion can
be expressed by a function which is not only difficult to estimate but also impossible to
transform to one number per observation. The variables are largely socio-economic and
demographic variables (age, sex, family status, education etc.); some could be labeled
geographical variables or work-related variables (income, work load etc.).
The correlates’ effects reported in the papers are not always the same. Of course, this might
be caused naturally (not by an error or statistical discrepancy) – the impact of one variable
might not have the same impact in different countries and perhaps for different kinds of
betting (some studies are exclusively focused on one kind of gambling, for instance lotteries).
Regarding income, researchers have mostly found positive relationship between expenditures
on gambling and income, which is an intuitive result (there is no reasoning for gambling to be
an inferior good) but e.g. an early study by Clotfelter & Cook (1989) analyzed various
datasets in which they did not find any such systematic relationship and one study (with
Maryland data) stated the poorest played more than twice as often as people with higher
income. Worthington et al. (2007) state that in Australia “expenditures appear unaffected,
either positively or negatively, by changes in income”. Regarding participation, Lang &
Omori (2009) reported probability of being involved in lottery and/or pari-mutuel bets was
inversely related to income (with the lowest quartile having twice the probability of being
involved than the first quartile).
Formal education is generally thought to have a negative effect on both participation and
gambling. This is affirmed by Tan et al. (2010) who reason that “higher educated individuals
may perceive gambling to be an unconstructive activity”. The less educated may not know
how the game works, interpret the probabilities in a wrong way or do not realize that expected
winnings are generally negative. The authors refer to an exception in this matter – a Kentucky
one-county study by Niffenegger and Nuuka (2001) reports the opposite, with college
educated households being the most active gamblers. After all, the sample size was very small
and the conclusion is built upon simple comparison of aggregate figures, not a regression
analysis.
There have been very diverse results concerning the effect of age. Tan et al. argues younger
and older individuals have different risk perception and life styles so that age should help to
explain variation in the expenditure patterns. For example, Sawkings & Dickie (2002) and
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Kitchen & Powells (1991) detected significant positive impact of age on gambling level in the
UK and Canada. On the other hand, Welte et al. (2002) informed in their extensive study on
US data about young individuals’ betting participation being the highest one. The impact of
age may be more complicated thought – let us cite Humphreys (2010): “an inverted U-shaped
relationship with the young and old less likely to purchase than those in the middle age
groups.”
Maybe due to biological factors, males tend to be more willing to accept risk and thus spend
more on gambling goods. According to Sawkings & Dickie (2002) and Welte et al. (2002),
males spend more and participate more in gambling, the latter state it holds especially for the
“games” category. Another simple idea is that larger households allocate their resources to
essential goods rather than gambling, which was showed on Malaysian data by Tan et al.
(2010). A few papers also add a related variable – family status – usually expressed by
dummy variables that indicate marriage or divorce. Lang & Omori (2009) claimed that
married and divorced respondents were 30% more likely to purchase lottery tickets and/or to
engage in pari-mutuel betting than single ones, which is in accord with findings of Sawkings
& Dickie (2002).
Another type of frequently used regressors is geographical variables such as size of the place
of residence (or whether the area is urban or rural); they are different a little from the
previous variables by mostly reflecting the supply side of the gambling market. Certain types
of gambling might be unavailable in rural areas. On the other hand, gambling might be the
prevalent source of entertainment in the less inhabited areas so the influence might vary.
Researchers have occasionally included occupational variables, for example indicator of white
or blue collar workers. Tan et al. (2010) found out individuals with white-collar occupations
were less likely to participate in gambling, in contrast to previous research which had inspired
them to include such variables. One explanation why certain occupations should be more
prone to gambling is given by Nyman et al. (2008). According to their aforementioned theory,
people employed in either dangerous or unpleasant jobs gamble more frequently because they
connect the earning of the desired additional income with most disutility. Nyman et al. (2008)
also used a set of mutually exclusive dummy variables to express the working status (or
work load). People with working experience were more likely to gamble but it is fair to add
that the logit regression equation lacked income as a control variable which renders the results
questionable. Previous paragraphs might leave the impression such research is substantially
ambivalent but we have to keep in mind that there is probably no unique “truth” about the
effects across countries and/or various betting activities or even in various time periods.
The micro-level data the studies make use of are often dealing with households rather than
individuals but with reservations. In the following two subsections we will deal with surveys
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directed at both households and individuals. To our knowledge, there are no extensive studies
of gambling whose original data could potentially be used for micro-level analysis of the
determinants in CR, in contrast to US,34 UK35 or Australia36. Nevertheless, most of the papers
mentioned here make use of some general dataset about household expenditure; for instance
in the US, Humphreys (2010) used “Consumer Expenditure Survey”. From this point of view,
the present study follows suit.

3.2.2 Empirical analysis
Economists dealing with analysis of gambling participation and expenditure have used
various regression based methods. Regarding modeling of participation only, as this is a
qualitative binary variable, binary choice models such as logit and probit are used. In the
description of these models, we follow Wooldridge (2009). These models express the
response probability using increasing functions that take values between 0 and 1, which is
convenient because unlike the linear probability model, they cannot give predictions outside
this interval. For logit and probit respectively,
, where G is called the logistic function;
(

=∫

)

, thus in this case G is

standard normal cdf. Each function is steepest around zero and the shapes are similar.
The marginal effect of covariates estimated is no longer the same at any vector

like with

ordinary least squares regression (hereafter OLS), as we can see from the following formula
(for a roughly continuous variable

):

Wooldridge (2009) notes that the ratio of partial effects of

and

is simply

and that

these models can be derived from an underlying latent variable model such that if it holds
, where

is the latent variable, then

;

, where the error term

u has standard logistic/standard normal distribution. These models are estimated using the
maximum likelihood estimation (because of nonlinearity of function G, linear methods such
as OLS cannot be used). The log likelihood of a random sample with n observations:

34

E.g. Welte et al. (2002) reported results of a gambling-oriented national telephone survey with 15 questions on
various types of betting.
35
E.g. National Centre for Social Research (2011): The British Gambling Commission published British
Gambling Prevalence Survey by National Centre for Social Research for the third time in 2010. This extensive
survey provides “a valuable basis for understanding the way people gamble in Britain”.
36
E.g. The Productivity Commission (2010): This independent research body of the Australian government
published “Productivity Commission Inquiry Report” on Gambling in 2010, a document of more than 1,100
pages.
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̂ which maximizes the likelihood is the logit or probit estimator (depending

on the choice of G). Wooldridge (2009, p. 534) states: “Under very general conditions, the
MLE is consistent, asymptotically normal, and asymptotically efficient”. Following Cameron
& Trivedi (2005), the marginal effects are different for each observation, so one can either use
a rule approximating the size of marginal effect by taking the maximum marginal effect,
which is attained at zero for the derivative of both functions: for logit:

̂ , for

̂ , thus to make the estimates roughly comparable with the linear

probit

probability model, one needs for instance to divide the logit coefficients by 4. A more
convenient is to use the average marginal effect. This is simply the mean of the marginal
effects for each observation. We could also evaluate the marginal effect at a representative
vector of covariates, for instance at ̅ , to get marginal effect at the mean. Dummy variables
make the interpretation awkward since we can end up evaluating the effect for a person that is
0.51 female, 0.65 married and 0.25 divorced.
Of even greater interest is modeling of expenditure. One has to deal with the fact that the
dependent variable, expenditure on gambling, has a lower limit equal to zero because
consumption does not attain negative values. In practice, for gambling, a significant portion of
the sample (usually an absolute majority) of observations will have zero expenditure. Simple
linear regression, a method not adjusted for this truncation at zero, is biased and inconsistent
(Tan et al., 2010). Wooldridge (2009) also notes that a linear regression would necessarily
lead to many negative predictions. Humphreys (2010) discusses the use of empirical methods
for analyzing the gambling expenditure. He notes an extensively used method is the Tobit
model, devised by Tobin (1958) for a normal dependent variable that is censored in such a
way that only nonnegative values are observed. The basic equation (Wooldridge (2009) is the
following:
,
where

,

is a latent variable, satisfying the classical linear model assumptions, which does not

necessarily have to have an intuitive interpretation. For Humphreys,

represents the

hypothetical expenditure if there is no boundary constraint (expenditure must be larger than
the price of the cheapest gambling good, which can vary across observations; otherwise the
observed value is zero). Again, the model is estimated by MLE. The log likelihood for n
observations:
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is standard normal cdf,

(

)

is standard normal density function, and subscripts of the

summations express the first sum applies for censored values of

while the second sum

applies for uncensored values. The likelihood ergo consists of two distinct parts: discrete
probabilities and density functions. Similarly to the binary choice models, the likelihood is
maximized using an initial estimator and an iterative process, for details see Amemiya (1973)
who in his technical paper proved that the standard MLE theory applies.
Tobit distinguishes two sorts of marginal effects because we have two quantities of interest:
(
(

)

(

)

(

),

) (

))

is called “unconditional expectation”,

is called “conditional expectation”, and
Therefore, in our case, for measuring marginal effect of
general is a partial derivative using

(

is the inverse Mills ratio

.

on gambling expenditure in

; if we only want the effect conditional on being

involved in gambling we use the latter quantity. For example,

(

), for the

latter marginal effect and the derivations see Wooldridge (2009). The variance matrix of
estimates is rather complicated and is referenced ibid (as well as variance matrix for the
binary choice models).
Despite being a useful model for modeling expenditures and other quantities with a lower (or
upper) limit, the model has certain disadvantages. First of all, the assumption of
homoscedasticity and normality of the latent variable is crucial. In case the error

is

heteroskedastic and/or nonnormal the MLE is no longer consistent (Cameron & Trivedi,
2005). Nevertheless, testing for deviations from the assumed distribution of the error is
beyond the scope of this work. Furthermore, the model forces the processes of qualitative
selection (in our case whether to gamble) and quantitative one (how much to spend) to be
affected by the explanatory variables in the same way. Humphreys (2010) points out that this
can be seen from the likelihood function – the same parameter vector

is present in both the

“probit part of the likelihood” and the second term expressing expenditure. The latter
disadvantage is resolved by models in which the probability of playing
conditional expectation

and the

depend on distinct parameters, called hurdle models

(or otherwise). However, these models are beyond the scope of this thesis. We recommend
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interested readers to refer to Humphreys (2010), who introduced a hurdle model, used various
models and found the hurdle model superior to Tobit and other methods.
Of course, other methods of analyzing the gambling expenditure are possible, e.g. Welte et al.
(2002) use the ANCOVA method. We will attempt to make supplementary analysis using
various summary statistics, compare the micro data with aggregate data and use simple
graphics.

3.2.3 HBS analysis: Data and Methods used
The data for our initial determinants analysis in the following two subsections are selected
micro-level data from 2005 and 2010, collected annually by the Czech Statistical Office
(henceforth CZSO) and used mainly for the Household Budget Survey (hereafter the HBS),
which provides information on expenditure and consumption structure of private households.
The publication (CZSO, 2011) is available online. In its methodological notes, it is stated that
regarding differences in households’ consumption patterns classified by various aspects it is
the only available source. A necessary condition for any person wishing to obtain the HBS
micro-level data is to sign an agreement with CZSO – the data cannot be made publicly
available, even though households are not identifiable.
The data feature quota sampling of households, with the main sampling attribute being the
social group of household, dependent on the economic activity of its head (employees,
entrepreneurs, pensioners etc.). There are a few more attributes: size of the place of residence,
type of house, income (or pension for economically inactive). For the 2005 data there were
some other groups than in 2010 such as farmers; for details on sampling see CZSO (2011).
The data also involve sampling weights. It means some groups are intentionally undersampled
relative to their actual share on total population. For example, one observation of pensioners’
household count as about 1.7 observations in both years. Another coefficient used is the
number of months the household recorded its expenditures (usually 12, sometimes less). The
suffix “ad” means the data are adjusted to the 12-month basis and also weighted (in the
regression method and all interpretation).
Since 2006 the data have covered also the previously excluded social groups of unemployed,
working pensioners and households with no economically active person (out of labor force).
Different population implies the samples may not be pooled together. The reason why the
years 2005 and 2010 were selected is another one – they were the only years which include
classification of the gambling expenditure into categories, so we can detect what parts of
gambling are covered by the data and to what extent. Another reason is that CZSO does not
make a complete new sampling every year – some of the households appear in the data in
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multiple periods. With a gap of 5 years, the percentage lessens considerably37. We used
nominal prices; to compare the estimates in real values it should be noted the index of
consumer prices rose 14.8% during those 5 years (CZSO, 2012c). One good feature of the
data is that there are no missing values whatsoever.
It is necessary point out that these data are not specialized for gambling analysis. The survey
attempts to cover the entire consumption of households and the gambling item is one of a
large number of items. There are reasons to believe that validity of self-reported gambling
expenditure is doubtful. Wood & Williams (2007) give examples of misreported
expenditures, the most extreme being a case in which gamblers reported to be ahead $3
billion in casino gambling in the previous year, while the actual revenues of casinos were $20
billion. The paper gives reasons (ambiguous question wordings, gambler’s imperfect memory,
etc.) but in our opinion individuals have reasons to disguise their true losses. They may be
ashamed of gambling as it is regarded harmful or immoral by many people (a view supported
by anti-gambling NGOs). In their survey, Wood & Williams compared the outcomes of
various types of questions in a telephone survey in Ontario with the aggregate amount
(assumed to be the actual amount) and concluded that retrospective estimates of gambling
expenditure were not trustworthy. The most consistent results were obtained with answers in a
lot of gambling categories with examples, using the word “spend” (although it is one of the
ambiguous expressions, where it is unclear how to treat wins). Still, the estimate from the
“best question” only covered about two thirds of the actual revenue.
Since we have not been able to find any study on this topic in CR, we selected variables from
HBS in view of the literature reviewed above. Table 4 lists used variables and their basic
descriptive statistics. We intended to distinguish the sex of the household head but in HBS the
head of two-parent families is always the man and not the individual with higher income (as it
should be in our opinion), so that variable could not be included, unlike other variables
referring to the household head. One of them was the blue-collar indicator, which followed
the head’s profession category. The hypothesis is that blue-collar professions gamble more
often than white-collar professions. This is also connected to theory by Nyman et al. (2008) –
these professions are thought to be more unpleasant or exhausting than most white collar
professions. We could choose between two kinds of income: either the net income of the
household head, or the monthly net income of the household. We also included the size of
the household (number of members); so we reckon it is more convenient to use the latter.
Family status is expressed by a set of three mutually exclusive dummy variables (“single” is
left out as a reference). The labor supply hypothesis of Nyman et al. (2008) has been tested –
37

The number of households that were inquired in both 2005 and 2010 is unknown since in the meantime, the
households were renumbered.
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however, we could not distinguish between the household heads who had never worked and
those who did not work at the moment. Thus we again have only three states for the
household head: full time worker, part time worker (including contracts for work) and not
working – unemployed (only in 2010), pensioner or other not currently working person. A
correlation matrix revealed that multicollinearity should not be too much of a problem since
the highest coefficient was about 0.71 and the average of absolute correlation coefficients was
below 0.2 in both years.
Table 4: HBS – Pooled sample (both years): Variable definitions and summary statistics
Variable
gambling

Definition
Mean Std. Dev.
38
(yearly) household expenditure for “games of chance”
335.74
1,275.54

gambler

= 1 if the above is positive

netinc_k

monthly net income of the household (in CZK 1,000s)

size_of_h

total number of household members

hh_age

age of household head

hh_educ_code household head's education class
res_size
percent_ins

size of the place of residence
expenditure for all insurance as a percentage of income

Binary variables regarding the household head:
hh_bluecol~r blue collar worker indicator

.305

.460

25.774

14.220

2.43

1.17

49.68

14.52

4.09

2.06

5.97

2.64

.04806

.04152

.441

.497

hh_married

married indicator

.609

.488

hh_divorced

divorced / widowed indicator

.247

.431

hh_fulltime

full time job indicator (base: not working)

.751

.432

hh_parttime

part time job only indicator (base: not working)

.028

.166

Note: N = 3,026 in 2005; N = 2,932 in 2010. Some observations might be present in both samples.

Regarding the geographical class of regressors, we include size of the place of residence,
which is an ordinal variable and has a scale from 1 (number of residents less than 1,000) up to
9 (more than 100,000). It is unclear whether 9 categories are sufficient for this kind of
variable, because we have to assume all the gaps have the same impact. This is similar for the
education of the household head, also an ordinal variable, called “code”, because it does
give its duration but as is customary in CR, its attained level, with value 1 and 2 for
elementary school, 3 for high school without the school leaving exam, 4 for high school with
the exam, 5 for various extension studies, 6 for vocational qualification, 7 to 9 being the 3
stages of University degrees (bachelor, master, doctoral). Other regressors concerning the
household head are straightforward. We attempted to find a proxy for risk aversion. The idea
was that highly risk-averse individuals would be more willing to insure themselves against
38

While “games of chance” might be a fuzzy category, in the Czech original the definition is “lotteries, gaming
houses”. Most types of gambling are somewhat covered in the categories.
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possible risks. We have stated evidence that the insured and uninsured gamble alike, but this
might be caused by other characteristics of these groups. Thus we summed expenditure for
every kind of optional insurance (life insurance, pension additional insurance, household
insurance and others) and to make these variables comparable we divided this sum by the net
household income. Of course, this approximates risk aversion of the household, which is not
very intuitive but our only option.
We follow numerous studies (e.g. Worthington et al., 2007) which used the original Tobit
model and (blindly) assumed the distributional specifications of the error. Testing for possible
heteroskedasticity or non-normality is beyond the scope of this work, thus it might happen our
Tobit estimation is inconsistent. Given our far-from-perfect data, we believe that selecting this
method over hurdle models will not be the main cause of distortions anyway. Participation
will be estimated by the logit/probit models. None of the mentioned papers on the
determinants of gambling expenditures used instrumental variables. Zero covariance of
explanatory variables and the error term is assumed which we consider reasonable in view of
the nature of our variables. The sampling weights will emerge in the log-likelihood function;
the likelihood of every observation will be simply multiplied by its weight (Cameron and
Trivedi, 2005, p. 828). Like Humphreys (2010) we do not make any assumptions related to
theoretical models of gambling, like attitude to risk, the form of utility from the gamble or
others, so there is no direct connection to any particular theoretical explanation of gambling.
Utility of gambling such as in Conlisk (1993) is one model in accordance with this analysis.
Stata software was used for HBS analysis.

3.2.4 HBS analysis: Results and Discussion
Let us first state some concise facts and obvious weak points of our non-specialized data.
Over 30% of households reported positive gambling expenditure. The mean gambling
expenditure per household was only CZK 350 in 2005 and 320 in 2010. If we weight the
observations with the recommended weights (quota sampling), these figures increase a little to
CZK 354 and 334 per household respectively; which corresponds to CZK 154 and 152 per
person; these are the numbers given in the official publication. If we compare them to the
numbers from aggregate data by MF (see section 3.1.2), we might be shocked. MF states
GGY amounted to CZK 21.6 billion in 2005 and 31.8 billion in 2010, which per person
produces quite different numbers, CZK 2107 and 3021 (we used the population counts by
CZSO, 2012). This means that our data cover only 7.3% and 5% respectively, of the actual
gambling expenditure by households. Thanks to the extended inquiry in the selected years, we
can inspect the coverage for specific gambling categories (refer to Table 5). The categories
are the following: (i) SAZKA lottery, betting games including tickets; (ii) slot machines; (iii)
all kinds of gaming, card game “mariáš”; (iv) fees to casinos and other gambling facilities; (v)
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other betting and lotteries, raffles, scratch card. We were not able to compare other categories
such as FOB because of unclear and obsolete classification of games. According to the
responsible CZSO employee “one should be careful with classification’s interpretation”. We
interpret the (i) class as lotteries. Class (iii) is strange, considering the regional card game
“mariáš” which is nowadays a curiosity and typically played for pennies. Most probable items
in this category would be spending on poker, bridge or craps. Categories (iii) together with
(iv) represent less than 2% of reported expenditure which is questioning their necessity. There
is no category for FOB (usually sports betting), nor for online betting which might not be
covered in the data at all. The bettors might be afraid to report Internet losses because of the
continuing legal uncertainty (see section 3.1), which probably contributes to underreporting of
the spending.
Table 5: HBS – Comparison with aggregate amounts given by MF: Year 2005
Population (CZSO data, million)
Total gambling revenue (MF, CZK million)
Revenue per head (CZK):
Covered (all gambling)
Example 1: Lottery share in HBS micro data
Aggregate share of lotteries (MF)
Covered (lottery)
Example 2: Slot machines’ share in HBS micro data
Aggregate share of slots (MF)
Covered (slots)

10.3
21,607.5
2,107.8
7.32%
91.74%
16.97%
39.60%
1.33%
67.92%
0.14%

Year 2010
10.5
31,822.6
3,021.3
5.04%
87.71%
11.52%
38.38%
2.71%
76.48%
0.18%

Source: own work based on HBS micro data, MF (2011), CZSO (2012).

Table 5 shows that while lotteries are generally covered pretty well – roughly 40% would be
similar to the results of Wood & Williams (2007), there is virtually no reported spending on
slots machines. Only 37 households or around 0.6% reported positive spending on them. The
CZSO employee responsible for HBS commented on it to the intent that the sample did not
contain “true gamblers”, who according to his conception were wealthy entrepreneurs,
universally refusing to participate in any survey as well as people at the bottom of society
(criminals or the homeless who are simply absent in the sample). If slot machines are used for
money laundering (see subsection 3.1.3), this activities – spending of criminals – will of
course not be covered in the sample. We also previously discovered that technical games, a
segment particularly important in 2010, might be too “expensive” for ordinary people who are
most common in expenditure surveys. These are perhaps all valid explanations and moreover
we hypothesize households simply misreport their spending for previously mentioned moral
or other reasons. If the 0,6% were the only slot machines gamblers in the society, each of
them would lose on average about CZK 370,000 yearly, a staggering amount.
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Table 6: HBS – Parameter estimates and significance in expenditure models
y = gambling_ad

Tobit 2005

OLS 2005

Tobit 2010

OLS 2010

netinc_k

10.80***
(2.907)

27.46***
(7.056)

7.430**
(2.354)

29.21***
(6.908)

size_of_h

-92.12**
(29.26)

-271.2***
(76.57)

-85.02**
(29.06)

-91.49
(91.78)

res_size

10.32
(10.07)

29.76
(25.22)

15.31
(10.13)

-23.27
(29.58)

hh_age

11.98***
(2.349)

19.67**
(6.190)

4.934+
(2.763)

15.46+
(8.355)

hh_educ_code

10.72
(11.04)

8.656
(29.60)

-18.32
(25.70)

-79.74
(69.19)

hh_married

24.36
(84.72)

202.9
(221.0)

88.89
(100.1)

186.4
(303.1)

hh_divorced

-119.0+
(72.23)

-304.4
(215.8)

-129.5
(87.04)

-528.3+
(292.2)

hh_fulltime

175.2+
(98.84)

441.4+
(256.7)

-228.9*
(102.7)

-455.3
(298.3)

hh_parttime

-27.20
(118.5)

-445.4
(437.6)

-99.11
(176.9)

-108.3
(538.6)

hh_bluecollar

143.5*
(56.85)

342.5*
(152.8)

158.9*
(69.93)

323.8
(213.3)

percent_ins

10.59+
(6.353)

41.62**
(15.31)

6.133
(5.506)

30.64
(18.75)

-594.4***
(162.3)

-3,264.6***
(523.5)
2,479.4***
(161.8)
3,026
0.0044
4.848

94.83
(199.5)

-3,204.0***
(650.8)
3,215.1***
(326.3)
2,932
0.0037
4.409

_cons

Sigma ( )
_cons
N
3,026
R2 / Pseudo R2
0.028
F
5.059
Standard errors in parentheses
+
p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

2,932
0.017
3.947

Before proceeding to show the regression results, we will analyze the trends from the
publication (see Figure 12 in the appendix); even though we now know that the item should
be called “lottery expenditure” rather than “games of chance”. When observing the numbers,
one might come to the conclusion that in CR, people who tend to spend money on lotteries are
mainly the pensioners. We only guess that the pensioners’ favorite gambling activity is the
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lottery (it does not demand too much activity on the gambler’s part). While the revenue of
gambling companies rose from CZK 14.8 billion in 2000 up to CZK 31.8 billion in 2010, the
amounts reported in HBS stagnated, which corresponds to slot machines being unequivocally
responsible for the Czech gambling expansion. We also analyzed the lottery expenditure as a
fraction of net household income for income deciles: the reported spending represented
mostly less than 0.25% of net household income and stagnated throughout the period, with the
middle class spending bigger fraction of household income than the top and bottom income
deciles.
Table 6 shows the parameter estimates and their significance for expenditure models. Average
marginal effects of statistically significant variables for the Tobit models are in the appendix
(Table 11, Table 12). Although certain researchers such as Lang & Omori (2009) used OLS, it
should not be technically used since the estimates are not consistent as mentioned before.
Most of reader’s attention should thus be focused on Tobit regressions, OLS are included only
for illustrative reasons; the results are rather similar. We shall now comment on the Tobit
model results. For both 2005 and 2010 samples, the F statistic for the test that all slope
coefficients are jointly zero (at the bottom of the table) indicates strong rejection of the null
hypothesis. McFadden’s goodness of fit measure, “pseudo R2” (based on the likelihood of
model with predictors compared to the likelihood of constant only model) is below 0.01,
which is considered to be a very bad fit. We do not regard this as a fundamental problem, as
the Tobit model does not maximize the goodness of fit (Wooldridge, 2009), and authors do
not generally bother to report any goodness of fit measure for Tobit models (e.g. Worthington
et al., 2007; Humphreys, 2010; Kitchen & Powells, 1991). Lang & Omori (2009) reported an
R–squared of 0.049 in their linear regression of gambling spending.
While it seems most variation in individuals’ gambling choices can only be explained by
other unobserved factors, our analysis still shows some significant relationships between
socio-demographic correlates and gambling (lottery) expenditure. Income had highly
significant and positive influence on lottery expenditure, as expected. The average marginal
effect of the net income was an increase of about CZK 7 in 2005 and CZK 8 in 2010 per one
unit (CZK 1,000) increase. Studies usually show income elasticities rather than absolute
marginal effects. We can again distinguish
whole sample and

, income elasticity for the

, income elasticity for the participating subsample

(g is short for gambling expenditure). Using the regular marginal effects and averaging over
observations resulted in values 0.37, 0.41 for the whole sample and 0.10, 0.10 for the
subsample respectively, which means poorer individuals pay a larger percentage of their
incomes. As the income elasticity of the gambling subsample was much lower, income should
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have a positive impact on participation. For 2005, the lottery expenditure is negatively
affected by increasing family size, with the average marginal effect being CZK 79 per extra
household member, which is not a negligible effect when considering the average gambling
(lottery) spending. For 2010, the coefficient is negative but no longer significant. There are
three other variables that were statistically significant for the 2005 population segment but no
longer for the 2010 population including all social groups. One idea is that the recession of
2009 had diverse impacts on gamblers which could spoil the significance of our variables.
One such variable is age of the household head, which has a positive influence on lottery
spending in both years but in 2010 the p-value is 0.064, insignificant at 5% significance level.
The overall marginal effect averaged only CZK 6 per one year change. The result is consistent
with analyzing the averages – older individuals spend more money on lotteries. If the
household head was a blue-collar worker, this had a significant positive influence on lottery
expenditure for 2005 sample, with the average (overall) marginal effect of CZK 99. A
surprising and contra-intuitive result is the positive coefficient on our attempted proxy for risk
aversion, significant on the 1% level in 2005. If the marginal effect was constant, an increased
insurance spending by ten percentage points would lead on average to extra CZK 120
spending on gambling. This particular outcome is a little paradoxical, yet possible within
prospect theory and other theories of behavior under risk. These individuals regularly give up
small amounts of money in order to either win big or prevent losing big.
The effect of fulltime occupation of the household head was positive and marginally
statistically significant only for 2005 which is not nearly enough to support the theory by
Nyman et al. (2008), which might have happened because we could not distinguish people
who had never worked and who were not working (but had worked) in our sample. Other
variables had no effect according to our model, including family status and the attained
education of the head, a variable which we had regarded as most important.
Table 7 shows the parameter estimates and their significance for participation models (for
marginal effects see appendix, Table 13 and Table 14). It is fair to say that the results for
these models were disappointing. Both methods produced similar estimates but there are
apparent differences between the years 2005 and 2010, which is understandable due to the
differences in the sample. The only variable significant in all four models was the net
household income. Despite being statistically significant, the impact on probability of
participation is minor – this probability rises roughly by 2.8% with a CZK 10,000 increase in
the net household income.
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Table 7: HBS – Parameter estimates and significance in participation models
y = gambler

Logit 2005

Probit 2005

Logit 2010

Probit 2010

netinc_k

0.0127**
(0.00469)

0.00796**
(0.00284)

0.0145***
(0.00384)

0.00891***
(0.00225)

size_of_h

-0.162**
(0.0531)

-0.0993**
(0.0322)

0.0337
(0.0554)

0.0181
(0.0331)

res_size

0.0153
(0.0173)

0.00938
(0.0105)

-0.0394*
(0.0168)

-0.0236*
(0.0101)

hh_age

0.00172
(0.00431)

0.00105
(0.00263)

0.00534
(0.00447)

0.00325
(0.00269)

hh_educ_code

-0.00763
(0.0212)

-0.00500
(0.0129)

-0.0402
(0.0323)

-0.0244
(0.0193)

hh_married

0.216
(0.155)

0.131
(0.0942)

0.0444
(0.167)

0.0278
(0.0991)

hh_divorced

-0.124
(0.156)

-0.0742
(0.0941)

-0.261
(0.168)

-0.150
(0.0974)

hh_fulltime

0.219
(0.176)

0.132
(0.105)

-0.0824
(0.149)

-0.0472
(0.0887)

hh_parttime

-0.448
(0.318)

-0.262
(0.184)

0.0279
(0.301)

0.0185
(0.178)

hh_bluecollar

0.170
(0.113)

0.101
(0.0684)

0.0650
(0.117)

0.0373
(0.0696)

percent_ins

0.0283**
(0.0105)

0.0178**
(0.00642)

0.0174
(0.0107)

0.0103
(0.00645)

-1.224***
-0.755***
-1.373***
-0.842***
(0.330)
(0.202)
(0.323)
(0.196)
N
3,026
3,026
2,932
2,932
Pseudo R2
0.0166
0.0167
0.0204
0.0205
Standard errors in parentheses
+
p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
̂
̂
Note: Rule of thumb: ̂
(exactly at all covariates equal to zero)
_cons

The household size had a significant and negative effect only for the year 2005. With an
additional family member the probability of participation declined on average by 3.5% (for
both models). Size of the place of residence only had a significant effect in 2010. As this is an
ordinal variable, the interpretation is difficult. Should the marginal effect be constant, the
participation impact of switching from e.g. “more than 100,000 citizens” category to “50,000
– 99,000” (but also, for instance, from “500 – 999” to “less than 500”) would decline roughly
by 0.8% (for both models). Had the effect been constant, a change from the largest
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municipality to the smallest would lead on average to about 6% decline in probability of
participation. This is contradicting the results of MML data (see later). The newly devised
variable percent_ins had the same counterintuitive sign for the 2005 sample. Other variables
including education had no effect on lottery participation, including the education of the
household head.
Let us summarize the main conclusions of the previous analysis. The income had a significant
and positive influence on both participation and the spent amount but the income elasticities
were below one. This means if there was a state operated lottery in CR, the implicit tax would
be regressive. While we were in general able to show certain variables had an effect on lottery
participation and expenditure, it was not possible to analyze the determinants of gambling
expenditure in its entirety, because there were virtually no households admitting expenditures
on slot machines; perhaps all categories are understated. Many effects were also economically
unimportant. Since the HBS data only contained expenditures that represented trivial share of
household income, we could not possibly identify an at-risk group. Being aware of all the
issues, we used an additional dataset in the hope that at least some improvements could be
achieved.

3.2.5 MML analysis: Data and Methods used
The additional dataset was kindly provided by MEDIAN, a Czech company providing market,
media and opinion poll research. Unless stated otherwise, we use micro-level data from the
project, Market & Media & Lifestyle – TGI (hereafter MML) in the two following
subsections. MML is an extensive research of consumer behavior conducted since 1997. The
expenditure inquiry (including gambling participation) is directed at the respondent rather
than the whole household, so this time we chose explanatory variables that refer to the
respondent (and not the household head). The sample comprises people within 12 - 79 years
who are sufficient for our analysis. The method of obtaining the data is a combination of faceto-face interviews and respondents completing a questionnaire on their own. We had at our
disposal data from the 2nd and 3rd quarter (between March 28 and September 11), with a total
of 7,500 observations. MML survey uses random sampling but uses weights to adjust for
“small discrepancies between the sample structure and the real population structure”. This expost weighting algorithm takes into account sex, age, education, region, district, size of the
place of residence, number of household members and day of the week and also various
combinations of them. MEDIAN uses the theoretical frequencies given by CZSO. Unlike
HBS, this survey suffers from missing values, often in the income class. This possibly makes
estimates using the income variable inconsistent. We were informed that according to
MEDIAN’s studies, respondents from all income classes refused to reveal their income but
the extreme income classes did so more often. We do not have any means of adjustment to the
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problem, so we have to blindly assume there is no sample selection problem (even though it is
believed that inclusion in the final sample is correlated with income) and exclude the
observations with missing values. Another possible issue could be seasonality, if present, as
we do not have data from the first and last quarters of the year. If, for example, certain people
attempt to give themselves a Christmas present by wagering money, our estimates could have
been biased if we present the results as representative for the whole year, but we believe such
effects are not crucial.
Our dependent variable for logit regression is derived from the following question: “Are you
currently personally involved in lottery/gambling?” A question added only in 2011, “How
much do you spend on lottery / gambling per month on average?” is a categorical variable
(since respondents only estimate the amount ex-post, entering a single number would be
unrealistic). The expenditures are thus monthly data. The appropriate type of analysis would
be so called interval regression, a generalization of the Tobit model, with the likelihood
function adjusted to reflect our uncertainty about where exactly the actual spending lies inside
the interval (for basic information about interval regression, see Cameron & Trivedi, 2005, p.
534). Due to protection of personal data, we could only use the MEDIAN’s own software
Data Analyzer, a tool for statistical evaluation of the poll research, not a tool for
econometricians. Of the regression analysis tools, we could only perform linear regression
and logit model. We attempted to run a linear regression with an approximated dependent
variable created by simply taking the mid-point of each interval (for the highest, “over 1,500”,
we entered 1,500 which is downward biased but we did not want to arbitrarily set a higher
value). The recoding can be interpreted as a measurement error for the dependent variable at
every observation. We think it is reasonable to assume that the “measurement error” in the
dependent variable is uncorrelated with all explanatory variables, consequently, following
Wooldridge (2009, p. 292), the error only causes larger variance of our estimators and not
inconsistence. Considering this and the fact the recoding leaves us only 7 possible values of
the gambling expenditure and the unresolved issue with left-censored data, our linear
regression does not aspire to provide strong conclusions but rather to be a “hint”. It was the
only option we could choose39. We experimented with filtering the respondents who
participated in gambling and performing a linear regression on this truncated sample, an
analysis also to be taken with reservations. The monthly average of the approximated
dependent variable was CZK 49, which would be CZK 583 yearly – 3.8 times the average
amount per person in HBS data. Again, if we again compare it to the aggregate data by MF,
MML would cover 19.3% of the actual expenditure assuming the revenue did not change

39

MEDIAN allegedly uses this method as well.
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between 2010 and 201140. We thus recognize MML dataset to contain more accurate
gambling expenditures than HBS. The motives for concealing the true amounts and/or
refusals of the most active gamblers to participate in the poll should be similar to those
discussed earlier.
We attempted to select similar explanatory variables to those in the HBS survey. Summing
over the various insurance types, too many missing values accumulated, which prevented us
from testing the influence of our risk aversion proxy. The workload was in many categories,
making the distinction between e.g. fulltime and part-time job difficult, so we omitted testing
the labor supply influences of Nyman et al. (2008). We could not create the indicator of bluecollar worker as in the HBS data because the necessary information was absent. On the other
hand, sex of the respondent could now be included as a standard binary variable. Income was
yet another categorical variable. 16 categories (including “without income”) were defined so
that the intervals are narrow for lower (more common) incomes and wider for high incomes,
making measurement of its marginal effect complicated. For “Logit 2” we recoded the ordinal
variable of income into a cardinal using the category midpoints (for the highest category we
simply used the censoring point, CZK 100,000). Similarly to the case with the recoded
dependent variable, this represents for us measurement error . We now follow Wooldridge
(2009, p. 294). The assumption

is often made but might not be fulfilled (for the

highest income category “over CZK 100,000”

given we chose to enter the

borderline, although observations falling into this category were rare.) The distribution of the
true income within each category (interval) does not have to have the mean exactly in the
middle but in any case, this does not spoil our result below. Our “measurement error” is
correlated with the true value (it scales down true amounts from the upper half of our intervals
and vice versa). Perchance we can assume that

(covariance of the

error with the approximated income) which is plausible; we do not see why the midpoints
should be correlated with . According to validity of this assumption guarantees that error in
measurement in an explanatory variable does not cause inconsistence of the model but only
causes the variance of our estimates to be higher. We expect this also holds for the logit
model.
The education and size of the place of residence are categorical variables similar to what we
used in the HBS analysis, although the number of categories is smaller (e.g. just five for the
size of the place of residence). Household size is top coded at 5 members (clearly because
families of 6 or more are rare). The family status variables were defined in the same way as in
the HBS study. Table 8 shows the definitions and basic summary statistics.
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Table 8: MML – Variable definitions and basic summary statistics
Variable

Definition

Mean

Std. Dev.

48.59

170.87

304.38

324.19

= 1 if the respondent admitted being involved in
lottery/gambling

0.16

0.00

monthly net income of the respondent (class)

5.38

3.01

monthly individual expenditure for “lottery/gambling”,
gambling
approxi approximated from class midpoints
gambling_f
gambler
netinc
netinc_card
size_of_h
age
educ_code
res_size
married
divorced
female

gambling filtered – excluding non-gamblers

monthly net income of the respondent, approximated
from class midpoints, in CZK 1,000s
total number of household members
age of the respondent
respondent’s education class
size of the place of residence
= 1 if respondent is married
= 1 if respondent is divorced / widowed
= 1 if respondent is female

13.232

9. 314

2.91
43.27
3.30
3.16
0.51
0.17

1.27
17.76
1.33
1.42
0.50
0.38

0.504

0.50

Note: N = 6,403.89 (weighted, 2nd and 3rd quarter of 2011, population 12-79 years)

3.2.6 MML analysis: Results and Discussion
Let us firstly describe the basic distribution of gambling expenditure in the MML data (see
Figure 13 in the appendix). The participation rate was a little over 16% (in HBS it was over
30% from the household perspective and over one year). Projected onto the population, it
gives us an estimate of approx. 1.44 million people involved in lottery/gambling in CR (in the
last month). We will first present an analysis of segments reported in the MML. The
underlying question is: “What lottery/gambling are you currently involved?”; answered only
by people who previously affirmed to be involved in gambling. There were many specific
games, such as “Lotteries, SAZKA- Sportka”, “Poker”, “Slot machines” which we merged
into the following categories: (i) casino games, poker; (ii) FOB (iii) lotteries; (iv) scratch card;
(v) slot machines; (vi) “other”, which includes respondents who admitted gambling but did
not specify the type. MEDIAN’s software “Data Analyzer” enabled the so-called “general
analysis” i.e. making aggregate tables by selecting appropriate population ranges and
projecting the counts from the sample onto the whole population. Table 15, providing
estimates of gambling subpopulations for a few gambling types, is in the appendix, as well as
Figure 14, estimating the participation of certain groups within gamblers, and Figure 15 with
general participation rates of a few groups. Of course, the estimates of populations and
consequently the participation rates are subject to statistical error (formulas for the confidence
intervals are likewise in the appendix). The estimated participation rates indicated some of the
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relationships, such as participation of subpopulations. Men (22.7%) are estimated to gamble
more than twice as often as women (9.6%). While men represent about 93% of fixed-odds
bettors, both sexes participate almost equally in scratch card. Lottery was once again the most
popular type of gambling, particularly among older people. Ageing apparently transforms
some bettors who bet with bookmakers into lottery players, perhaps because that lottery
requires little exertion on the bettor’s part. Only a few respondents admitted playing on slot
machines in MML, which led to the projected estimate of 24,000 slot machines players in CR.
That would imply average yearly loss over CZK 1 million per gambler41, once again a farfetched number. The age categories with the most frequent participation were people in their
late forties to early sixties, attaining participation rate of about 0.2. Regionally, there were
great differences with West Bohemia towering over the average. People without income had
participation rate below 0.05 but this is obviously due to children’s participation in the survey.
Most participants were ranked in the CZK 25,000 – 30,000 net income. Members of families
of at least 5 members had a participation rate of below 8%, which supports the
aforementioned idea that large families need to allocate their finances elsewhere. Highereducated respondents (12.7%) were participating less than average.
To see whether we can confirm conjectures based on the projections, we proceed to the
regression results. Table 9 shows the estimates and standard errors for four different models.
Let us firstly examine the results of the standard logit model “Logit 1”. To get at least a hint
how large the marginal effect of the net income on participation could be, we made income
cardinal using the same approximation as with gambling expenditure and ran “Logit 2”. Two
OLS models follow, with the latter involving “filtered” sample – only the respondents who
gamble. The pseudo R-squared for the “Logit 1” model was again very small, although 0.07 is
about four times as large as in models of participation on HBS data. This model, using the
ordinal measure of respondent’s income, had 6 out of 8 regressors statistically different from
zero on the 5% significance level, which is a considerable improvement in comparison to the
HBS analysis. The factors increasing the probability of being involved in lottery/gambling
were the net income of the respondent, size of the place of residence, age and being male.
Size of household and education had negative effects. The two family status variables were
not statistically different from zero. The software did not allow for calculation of average
marginal effect or marginal effect at means of covariates; to allow for interpretation of the
coefficients we apply marginal effects on the odds ratios (following Cameron & Trivedi,
2005, p. 470).

41

disregarding seasonality
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Table 9: MML – Parameter estimates and significance for four models
y=
netinc

Logit 1

Logit 2

OLS 1

OLS 2

gambler

gambler

gambling

gambling_f

6.942***
(0.881)

14.761**
(4.751)

0.131***
(0.015)
0.0247***
(0.0040)

netinc_card

size_of_h

-0.104**
(0.035)

-0.130***
(0.035)

-5.087*
(2.053)

-20.046*
(10.003)

res_size

0.077**
(0.025)

0.085***
(0.025)

7.342***
(1.509)

34.918***
(7.166)

age

0.0063*
(0.0027)

0.0054*
(0.0027)

-5.607**
(1.777)

-0.106
(0.786)

educ_code

-0.175***
(0.031)

-0.131***
(0.030)

-5.607**
(1.777)

12.786
(9.180)

female

-0.916***
(0.078)

-1.009***
(0.077)

-48.454***
(4.483)

-84.940***
(22.756)

hh_married

0.165
(0.102)

0.290**
(0.101)

4.041
(6.107)

-0.886
(26.814)

hh_divorced

0.172
(0.126)

0.263*
(0.126)

18.075*
(7.757)

56.236+
(32.224)

-1.772***
-1.460***
45.393***
(0.215)
(0.207)
(12.714)
N
6,403.89
6,403.89
6,403.89
R2 / pseudo R2
0.070
0.062
0.05
Standard errors in parentheses
+
p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
̂
Note: Rule of thumb: ̂
(exactly at all covariates equal to zero)
_cons

124.525*
(62.220)
1,022.36
0.078

Odds ratio is the probability of y = 1 relative to the complementary probability of y = 0. Since
it is clear that
increases by one unit, the odds ratio

. If i-th regressor
is increased to

, so that for example, adding one member to the respondent’s
household, the odds ratio is multiplied by

̇

, so that the relative

probability of participating decreases by 0.099, or about 9.9%.
Moving one income category up (note there are 16 of them), respondent’s “relative risk” of
being involved increased by 14%, which is a substantial effect. Living in a larger municipality
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now positively influences the participation, with the odds growing by 8% with a one-unit
increase, e.g. from “5,000 – 20,000 citizens” to “20,000– 100,000”. Remarkably, the impact
of education was rather large and very statistically significant with the p-value basically zero.
The odds ratio decreased 16% with a one-unit increase in the attained education level (there
were six categories), which might be for example the difference between a Bachelor degree
and a secondary education with the school-leaving exam. Another newly affirmed effect, the
respondent’s age had the odds ratio growth of 0.63% per year (for small positive coefficients,
it holds

, which is why the change in odds is roughly the same as the

coefficient size). The most interesting is the newly added variable distinguishing sex. It turns
out that females are far less likely to gamble. The coefficient had a t statistic of almost 12 and
the odds ratio for women is multiplied by 0.4 – women have the odds of being involved in
lottery/gambling 2.5 times smaller than men.
Let us now turn to a short comment on the other models. Despite being theoretically flawed to
a certain extent, we still believe there is some merit in their evaluation. The “Logit 2” model,
involving the recoded income had all eight explanatory variables very significant; however
we have to bear in mind that the true variances are larger. The estimates were always of the
same sign as in “Logit 1” and the effects were mostly quantitatively similar. Peculiarly, the
coefficients on the family status variables increased while the standard errors remained the
same, resulting in their significance. Married and divorced people have 34% and 30%
increased odds of participation in comparison to singles. The relative probability of being
involved in gambling increases 2.5% with extra CZK 1,000 of income which seems large
compared to the average marginal effect on probability in the HBS survey of only 0.27%.
The “OLS 2” model filtered the population to include only the subsample of the participants
thus we assume it to be consistent but we have to remember the true standard errors are larger.
Education coefficient was insignificant – it seems that while higher education discourages
people from participating in gambling, once an individual is a bettor, education does not
influence the amount spent. The age was estimated to have zero effect in the subsample.
Living in a larger town had a major significant positive effect of CZK 420 per year per onecategory increase. An increase in family by one member has a negative and significant impact
on spending of CZK 240 per year.
Thanks to the widespread significance of our variables, we infer that males, older people,
residents of larger municipalities, the less educated, individuals with higher income and
persons of small households are most likely to participate in gambling activities. In the
subsample of gamblers, variables had a similar effect on expenditure as in participation
models but age and education were no longer significant. Our additional dataset provided us
with better results, similar to results of the papers mentioned in the literature review, even
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though we were not able to perform optimal methods. Perhaps the most serious problem of
the HBS data, impossibility to encompass a reasonable number of slot machine players stayed
the same. This is a serious flaw of our analysis since the segment of slot machines and related
makes up about 70% of total expenditure. We believe that a specialized project to
representatively cover slot machine betting would be helpful. Then we could draw a
conclusion of the sort Tan et al. (2010) made. In Malaysia, they identified the younger
generation, the less educated and the blue-collar workers to potentially be harmed. Therefore,
they advocated various measures such as to ensure that promotion of gambling was not
deceptive, high-quality treatment for problem gamblers and even a freeze on any further
expansion of gambling activities. In our case, the mystery lies in the slot machines. If it turns
out that many people actually play slot machines but simply do not admit so and they lose
amounts of money that they can plausibly afford to lose, this would indicate that the social
costs might not be very high. If even after conducting a thorough, specialized survey it turns
out that a large share of the gambling yield is lost by a relatively small number of unreachable
individuals (who are always able to lose their money at practically zero time), this would
indicate there is a fundamental problem with what is nowadays the largest segment of
gambling.
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4 Conclusion
This thesis deals with issues related to gambling. Economic theories give manifold answers to
the question why people gamble. Most often, theories of behavior under risk attempt to give
reasons why individuals evaluate unfair gambles favorably. At the same time, such theories
must not entirely preclude risk aversive behavior such as insurance. Within EUT this can most
easily be done by partly relaxing the assumption of concave utility function of wealth.
Introduction of special wiggles to the utility function can however sometimes imply behavior
contrasting observation. Since we reckon casual gamblers do not act like experts, we give a
little more credit to positive theories of choice such as the prospect theory. This theory
sometimes borrows from psychology and claims that decision makers can often behave
“irrationally” for their lifetime, which might well be the case of ordinary gamblers. The
primary contribution of the prospect theory is the introduction of probability distortion, which
is particularly important for gambling since many kinds of gambling involve small
probabilities assumed to be overweighted. It is also a question how small a weight can be
assigned to an outcome – extremely small probabilities of large wins are thus likely to be
overestimated. On the other hand, betting on favorites within CPT is possible only if we
assume no probability distortion, which supports the opinion that risk attitudes and degree of
probability distortion are varied in the population. A different approach to gambling is to
regard it as a pleasant activity for which individuals are willing to pay as they do for other
forms of entertainment. This direct utility from the game can also result in gambling of riskaverse agents but this explanation is challenged because many individuals claim to gamble for
financial reasons. We believe that both approaches are valid and they apply for most gamblers
at the same time, even though usually these approaches are not combined within one model.
Many important questions with regard to gambling are yet to be answered, for example how
individuals edit more complex actions or how extreme probabilities are evaluated, but in
essence our basic question of why people gamble seems resolved.
For the empirical part, we selected topics that we considered to be of most importance and
also feasible within this kind of work. It is an attempt to provide a self-contained overview of
basic information needed for effective public policy in this special sector which – unlike most
entertainment – involves extra costs to the society. While CR does not seem to be a gambling
paradise, the share of gross gaming yield on GDP is above world average and has recently
increased. Slot machines’ market share is unusually high in CR, unlike the lottery segment,
which is smaller. There has been a surge in the gaming yield of technical games, which
consist chiefly of higher stakes slot machines. In our opinion, the basis for public policy
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should be to realize what the benefits and costs are and to at least partly quantify them. There
is no national prevalence study of problem gamblers and pathological gamblers but the
existing work of Czech addictology experts suggests that the social costs are considerable and
unequal for various games as pathological gamblers were predominantly slot machine players.
From the legal point of view, we encountered certain disturbing facts, e.g. MF acted rather
peculiarly when approaching the regulation of technical games. Recent events have suggested
that the loose conditions of authorization, allowed by a vague law, might come to an end.
While we consider the recent taxation reform to be an improvement, we doubt it reflects well
the social costs of various games. Given the industry size, we feel that studies exploring social
costs would be beneficial. One suggestion for future research is to study the effects of
gambling on crime, in a similar way to Grinols and Mustard (2006).
During our analysis of determinants of gambling participation and expenditure, a customary
topic in gambling studies, we have faced several difficulties. While the majority of the
gaming yield comes from slot machine gambling, virtually nobody admitted this kind of
spending in the data, which were two large-sample expenditure surveys. Our models using the
HBS data showed that households that are older, smaller, and of blue-collar workers spent
more on gambling (lottery). Income had positive effect on both participation and the spent
amount but its effect was practically low, with estimated elasticity below one. Many variables
were insignificant, more often for 2010 data. From this point of view, our logit model using
the MML data, which were directed at one person rather than at household, provided much
stronger results with six to eight significant variables, depending on the definition of income.
Males, richer individuals, members of smaller households, the less educated and residents of
larger municipalities were the most likely attributes of gambling participants. In the
subsample of gamblers, age and education had no longer any effect on spending but otherwise
the variables had mostly the same effects on spending as they had on participation. Even
though the approximated mean gambling expenditure was higher than with the HBS data and
thus more realistic, virtually no respondents admitted playing the slot machines again. If
“normal” people do not really play them, then their substantial gaming yield can only be
produced by problem and pathological gamblers or perhaps money launderers, which would
imply the need of a more restrictive policy than today. Answering this question requires a
specialized survey that would find a way to represent more accurately all kinds of gambling in
its data. You bet this task is tough.
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Table 10: Business industry indicators of CZSO classification CZ-NACE 92 ≈ gambling
Year

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Number of companies

1,467

1,488

1,499

1,535

1,579

Number of employees

11,306

11,644

11,715

12,029

11,744

Revenues (CZK billion)

26.24

28.38

31.27

36.06

35.76

GGY (CZK billion) (MF)

21.61

21.89

24.36

29.96

32.46

Net income (CZK billion)

3.32

3.65

5.92

6.21

6.14

Average monthly wage (CZK)

16,434

17,569

18,070

19,247

19,561

Average monthly wage in CR (CZK)

17,761

18,889

20,333

21,931

22,663

Source: CZSO (2011b.), except for GGY: MF(2011); Average monthly wage in CR: CZSO (2012b)

Figure 8: Handle decomposition, adjusted by current GDP (base year = 2000)
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Note: Total height represents total bet amount. Local charges data are missing until 2003.
GGY – taxes = gross gaming yield minus taxes; Man&SS = management and state supervision
charges; PBP = levies on “purposes beneficial to the public”; “adj” means adjusted by current GDP

Source: own work based on MF (2011)
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Figure 9: Trends in the take-out rate (GGY / total amount bet)
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Figure 10: Trends in gambling segments' market shares
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Figure 11: Share of different purposes on PBP
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Figure 12: HBS – Yearly mean gambling (lottery) expenditure by group of household
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Source: own work based on CZSO (2011)

Tables of marginal effects for the HBS analysis
Table 11: Average marginal effects for the Tobit model (truncated – effects on gamblers)
Delta-method
Std. Err.
2005
netinc_k
size_of_h
hh_age
hh_bluecol~r
percent_ins
2010
netinc_k

z

P>z

[95% Conf.

Interval]

7.12
-70.29
5.10
88.77
10.79

1.83
19.82
1.61
39.66
3.97

3.89
-3.55
3.17
2.24
2.71

0.000
0.000
0.002
0.025
0.007

3.53
-109.14
1.95
11.04
3.00

10.71
-31.44
8.25
166.50
18.58

6.93

1.64

4.23

0.000

3.72

10.13

Note: Marginal effects are included only for variables statistically significant at the 5% level.

Table 12: Average marginal effects for the Tobit model (overall effects)
Delta-method
Std. Err.

z

P>z

[95% Conf.

Interval]

2005
netinc_k

7.89

2.03

3.88

0.000

3.90

11.88

-77.95

21.97

-3.55

0.000

-121.01

-34.89

5.65

1.79

3.16

0.002

2.15

9.16

hh_bluecol~r

98.44

44.05

2.23

0.025

12.10

184.78

percent_ins

11.96

4.41

2.71

0.007

3.31

20.61

7.02

1.66

4.22

0.000

3.76

10.27

size_of_h
hh_age

2010
netinc_k

Note: Marginal effects are included only for variables statistically significant at the 5% level.
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Table 13: Average marginal effects for Logit
Delta-method
Std. Err.
2005
netinc_k
size_of_h
percent_ins
2010
netinc_k
res_size

z

P>z

[95% Conf.

Interval]

0.0027
-0.0347
0.0061

0.0010
0.0113
0.0022

2.72
-3.06
2.71

0.007
0.002
0.007

0.001
-0.057
0.002

0.0047
-0.0125
0.0105

0.0028

0.0007

3.82

0.000

0.001

0.0043

-0.0076

0.0033

-2.35

0.019

-0.014

-0.0013

Note: Marginal effects are included only for variables statistically significant at the 5% level.

Table 14: Average marginal effects for Probit
Delta-method
Std. Err.
2005
netinc_k
size_of_h
percent_ins
2010
netinc_k
res_size

z

P>z

[95% Conf.

Interval]

0.0028
-0.0351
0.0063

0.0010
0.0113
0.0023

2.81
-3.10
2.78

0.005
0.002
0.006

0.0009
-0.0572
0.0018

0.0048
-0.0129
0.0107

0.0029
-0.0077

0.0007
0.0033

3.98
-2.33

0.000
0.020

0.001
-0.014

0.0043
-0.0012

Note: Marginal effects are included only for variables statistically significant at the 5% level.

Figure 13: Monthly gambling expenditures in MML (2nd a 3rd quarter of 2011)
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353.6

162.6
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90.5
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Note: Data are weighted. 95% confidence interval of Czech

gambling population based on MML is 1,438,600 ± 74,241

N/A (did not specify
amount)

(taking into account only statistical error, see next table).
Source: MEDIAN: Market & Media & Lifestyle – TGI, 2nd and 3rd quarter of 2011.
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Table 15: MML – selected estimates of subpopulations for different gambling segments
Group

Gambling
segment

Group
count

Bettors:
estimate

Bottom
limit

Upper
limit

(000s)

(000s)

(000s)

(000s)

Men

FOB

4,416

414

373

455

Women

FOB

4,502

29

18

41

Men

Scratch card

4,416

143

118

168

Women

Scratch card

4,502

125

102

149

Prague

All gambling

1,078

192

165

219

Men

Slot machines

4,416

21

11

30

Women

Slot machines

4,502

?3?

? -1 ?

?7?

Educ: elementary

All gambling

2,308

293

259

327

Educ: high school 1

All gambling

3,319

664

615

713

Educ: high school 2

All gambling

2,483

379

341

418

Educ: college/university

All gambling

809

103

83

123

Note: Upper and bottom limits mark the boundaries of an asymptotic 95% confidence interval,
which is calculated as

√

(

) , where the square root is the standard deviation of

frequencies. This is follows from binomial distribution variance:
is the number of total respondents and n is the number of successes, hence

, where N
. Of course,

resulting interval needs to be transformed from respondents units into projected population units.
For women, the actual number of respondents admitted playing slots were so low, the software
marked the results as meaningless.
“high school 1” = trained / high school without the “maturity exam”, while “high school 2”
involves the exam. This classification of education is different to the one used in the regression
model.
Source: MEDIAN: Market & Media & Lifestyle – TGI, 2nd and 3rd quarter of 2011.
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Figure 14: Different types of gambling for selected groups
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Note: only individuals who reported being involved in gambling are in the base of the fractions.
One individual may take part in more than one game (thus more than one type).
The fractions are subject to statistical error. This time the 95% confidence interval is calculated as
√

(

) . For example, selecting category 35 – 44 years and

considering fixed-odds betting only, n = 80,400, N = 235,300; and the resulting interval for
participation rate is
.
Source: MEDIAN: Market & Media & Lifestyle – TGI, 2nd and 3rd quarter of 2011.

Figure 15: Estimated participation rate for selected groups
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Note: The fractions are subject to statistical error (see above).
All groups are based on samples at least 300 observations large.
Observations are weighted.
Source: MEDIAN: Market & Media & Lifestyle – TGI, 2nd and 3rd quarter of 2011.
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